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RESUMPTION

DIAZ REFUSES TO RESIGN AND
PEACE NEGOTIATIONS CALLED OFF

CITY EDITION

OF WORK ASSURED

chinery.

STATEHOOD FOR

Bringing with him the same tidings
that were brought to the Las Vegas
grant board by F. H. Pierce, O. B,
Underwood who has the contract for
the construction of the big irriga
tion dam for the Camfield Development company, has returned from
Denver, where he had been on busi
ness for several weeks. Mr. Underwork
wood says that construction
will be resumed full blast In the lm HOUSE COMMITTEE ON TERRITOmediate future. He sa sytbe officials
RIES WILL SO RECOMMEND
of the Camfield company have inIN REPORT
formed him that they will finance the
work) according to a new plan and
that no further difficulties or de- TO INCLUDE TWO PROVISIONS
lays are likely to occur. RepresentaMEXICO CITY SO INTERPRETS tives of the company will be here
PEOPLE MUST BE GIVEN CHANCE
soon to pay off the indebtedness of
FAILURE OF PEACE NE.
TO VOTE
ON
RECALL AND
the company and the contractor.
GOTIATIONS
AMENDMENT ARTICLES

--

sociation In Santa Fe. The request
has been granted by a unanimous
vote of the board. The Normal faculty has the distinction' of being the
first company of teachers employed
by a territorial Institution to arrange
to attend the meeting of the association in a body. The teachers will receive full pay during their vacation.
The associaton meeting this year is
expected to be one of especial interest
GENERAL MADERO AT 1 O'CLOCK and profit. The Normal teachers have
received a letter of congratulation
THIS AFTERNOON DECLARED
from
Rupert Asplund, chief clerk in
ARMISTICE
OFF
the office of Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark.
DIAZ REPLIED UNFAVORABLY
AMERICANS

HOSTILITIES ARE

NEWMEXICO

ARIZONA

UNITED STATES

RENEWED IN

and

IS EXPECTED TO

MEXICO

INTERVENE

They have been dominated

the very instrumentalities which
they themselves created in the field
by

COLORADO CAN'T

of industrial action. The liberty ot
the individual i hampered and im
A
paired. They de4re, therefore, not
a revolution, not a cutting loose from
any part of their past, but a read
justment of the elements of their life,
a reconsideration of what it is just
to do and equitable to arrange in
order that they may be Indeed free, LAST
DAY
OF LEGISLATURE
may indeed make their own choices
FINDS SOLONS HOPELESS
and live their own life undominated,
LY DEADLOCKED
unafraid, unsuspicious, confident that
will
be
served
by their public
they
men and that the open processes of SPEER THE STUMBLING BLOCK
their government will bring to them
justice and timely reform."

DECIDE ON
SENATOR

DRASTIC

ACTION

DEMANDED

Washington, May 6. The impeaca- ment of Governor Johnson ot Califor
nia, Governor Marshall of Indiana,
and Judge Collins of Indianapolis, Is
demanded by citizens and trade union
leaders of Duluth, Minn., as a result
of the arrest and extradition of J.
J. McNamara, secretary of the In
ternational Asscolatlon of Bridge and
Structural Iron Workers.
Representative Miller of Minnesota, filed a pe
tition in the house today. It protest.
against this "high handed outrage''
and "flagrant violation of constitu
tional rights." The protest was re
ferred to the committee on judiciary.

HAS 33 VOTES OUT OF 51 NECES
SARY FOR CHOICE AND
REFUSES TO QUIT

DIDNT IMPEACH A JUDGE
ADAMS
Bismarck, S. D., May 6. Judge John FACTIONS AGREED TO THIS
HASJJKEMMBER
F. Cowan of Devil'B Lake, who has
NEGOTIAAS A RESULT PEACE
several
weeks EARLY
been on trial here for
ACTION ON CrtGANIC LAWS
FIGHT DEVELOPS INTO ONE OF
TIONS WERE SUDDENLY
before a high court of impeachment
OF TWO NEW STATES BY
MAYOR OR NOBODY OR NOTERMINATED
on charges of misconduct in office,
;
LOWER
BODY
BODY RATHER THAN MAYOR
on
the
not
of
each
declared
was
to
he greatly alarmed for
guilty
reported
seventy-fou- r
their safety. The only dispatch recharges. Each speclfica-tio- n
DIAZ CABINET IN SESSION
READY TO ATTACK JUAREZ ceived
The
was voted on separately.
Denver, May C But one ballot was
Washington, May 6. Interest in
by the state department today
taken for United States senator at
on the subject confirmed the press
closest vote was 23 to 23 on the the house was centered today in the
the noon joint session of the Colorado
FOLLOWED charge of having purchased liquor in forthcoming report of the committee
IT WILL NOW BE A WAR TO BIT dispatches, stating that some rioting NIGHT CONFERENCE,
This was unproductive of
in
Leke.
store
at
legislature.
occurred
the
a
Devil's
Upon
hut
drug
on territories, relating to statehood
captal yesterday,
BY ANOTHER
TER END BETWEEN REBELS
MEETING,
was quelled by the police without dif
result and the joint session took a
verdict by for Arizona and New Mexico, which
announcement
the
the
of
LASTING ALL DAY
AND FEDERALS
recess until 8 p. m. The ballot reLieutenant Governor Burdick, chairs will be the legislation next on the
ficulty or loss of life. An order, the
sulted as follows:
has been issued that
were overturned and desks were torn democratic program to be considered.
dispatch
added,
.Mexico City, May 6. (Bulletin i
El Paso, Tex., May 6. (Bulletin- )- all shutters of business houses be
Democraa Speer 33; Adams 33.
from their places as the crowd rushto which the
The
The city was quiet this morning. An ed to congratulate Judge Cowan.
Republicans Waterman 29; Valle
At 1 o'clock, this afternoon the armis kept closed.
matter was referred, will report to
6.
announcement of the government's
the full committee Monday and it in DENIED ACCESS
tice between the Mexican government
Necessary to a choice 51.
d
turn will report to the house probab
attitude toward the rebel demand Cor
and revolutionists was officially
WITNESSES
FLEE
Speer gained the votes of TovrL
Maon
I.
ATTACKS
CANNON
ly
Tuesday.
the retirement of President- - P'az is
clared oft by General Francisco
Durfee and McKenzie.
Slattery,
Ratification of both .constitutions
General
t
as vet, although the
TO BANK ACCOUNTS That the fight to elect a successor
dero, jr., provisional president.
will be recommended, with the furwhile he
to the late- - Charles J. llughes will be
t,o.qi
cabinet meeting, which lasted until
juauciv auw""ww that,
FREE LIST BILL ther suggestion that the question of
the
of
renewal
wagpd unceasingly until midnight,
a
to
was
consent
tne
laie
into
to
resubmitted
followed
the
not
peobe
recall
the
nignt
would
by
JUDGE PETIT UPHOLDS HABEAS the hour for final adjournment of the
another today. None of those conple of Arizona at an early date, and
armistice, be would not attack Juarez
legislature, with the probability that
CORPUS WRIT OF EDWARD
IN
WANTED
LOBBYISTS
OHIO cerned would
SCORES DEMOCRAT that the people of New Mexico be
today.
say that the president
the deadlock which has lasted a hun-dre- d
their
to
revise
LEGISLATIVE
an
BRIBERY
TILDEN
given
opportunity
The neace negotiations were sudwas ready to resign. .
IC MEASURE AS THE "BALM
and twenty days will be found
by
more
be
so
the
it
that
constitution
on
receipts
may
SCANDAL DISAPPEAR
denly terminated
GILEAD"
unbroken
OF
at the finish, were the
The
attitude
of
President
Diaz's
' ;.
easily amendable.
Senor Braniff, one of the government J
Chicago, May 6. Judge Petit in tha
at the beginning ot the last
m
makes
it
all
in
message
ministry
factions
of
a
appear
of
probable
long
Reprenenatlves
representatives,
circuit court today decided that the day of the general assembly.
Columbu6, O., May 6. A number of
Washington, May 6. Former Speak both territories agreed before the
that an announcement of the pres'wiuu important
witnesses
cipher from Minister Iiimantour, as
been
that
have'
senate could not force an 'n-- Efforts to bring the democratic
Illinois
to
er Joseph G. Cannon took the floor committee that such recommendations
,ofr.flH nrivate information
subpoenaed in the legislative bribery dent's resignation, if such were de
and
of the private bank accounts majority ot the legislature to an
to
democratic
out.
in
the
spcetion
carried
Diaz,
bo
would
President
today
opposition
of
to termined on, would be transmitted to
scandal are missing, according
tJe attitude
on the senatorshlp
last
Dia
.to
was
bill.
that
i8
referred
list
free
its,
of Edwapd TUden. This decision uj agreement
JV
which It is Inferred
and Francisco I. Madero, Ji,' the 'revoluTurner,
Prosecuting
Attorney
mgm
unavailing, xue caucus ,
pioveu
was'
the "Balm of Giiead," offered by the
of
habeas
holds
writ
the
ob
corpus
would not resign. Senor Braniff
'
have probably left the stale. They
called by the chairman, of the demo
PEACE CONGRESS CLOSES
thre include some well known lobbyists, tionary leader, before being made democrats to the farmers because of
tained by Tilden, W. G. Benedict, and
at the Madero headquarters
6. The final
cratic
joint conference committee was
May
Md.,
in
It
Baltimore,
came.
the
of
Canadian
the
C.
the
ar
were
public
W.
when
it
capital.
recipropassage
Cummings, after they
miles from here
whose presence at the state house
attended
by 36 of the CG democrats in
National
Peace
session
the
of
Congress
Sensational
rested on charges of contempt for
did not reach him for almost an hour. has been a subject of comment ever
reports
regarding city bill. Mr. Cannon demanded So today-wathe
to
general
assembly. Of these 3?
of
consideration
devoted
termination
rice
and
live
know
the
other
to
accounts
after
cattle,
to
why
Immediately
A Diaz's health were in circulation torefusing
since the legislature convened.
present their
voted
for
Mayor
Speer of Denver. AnWhich
Business
the
"Interest
In
topic,
products of thesouth had not been
well known official who had been con- day, being based on the
the state senate Lorlmer investigating other caucus, called
of the armistice, the federal troops
the suppostponement
by
Men
Peace
Have
in
Movement."
the
In
ararrison
list
free
these
when
occupied the nected
the
bill,
put
committee. Tilden was named by
with the
statehouse for of the
Governor
former
Ad
of
Alva
of
ministhe
Chilean
porters
reception
Hammond
John
presided.
Hayes
products of the northern farmdr had
trenches on the outskirts of the city,. years, is quoted as having said that
Clarence Funk of the International
ams, admittedly for the purpose of
which
had
been
ter,
set
for
the
left
today;
federals
been
of
of
the
Harvester company as a person to
deprived
protection by
this legislature was the most corwhile a detachment
preventing the attendance of a legiswhom he was directed to send a lative
city on a scouting expedition for rupt in his experience, and he probab- These reports are unfounded and it reciprocity measure. He Intimated
majority, 51, - at the regular
lnsurrectos.
check for $10,000 to make up a fund caucus, was attended
ly will be given a chance to tell what is practically admitted officially, that that southern members on the wajs' READJUSTMENT OF
eny advancing force of
by 22 leino- of 100,000, alleged to have been used crats.
Tho revolutionary army under Gen he knows to the grand jury.
the real reason for the postponement. and means committee had kept the
The Adams forces signified
tariff proteotion on southern products.
in electing
United States Senator their
'era! Madero also became active. Gen(Was the pressure of business in con
willingness to enter the regular
P0LITICSJNEV1TABLE William Lorlmer.
"And you wool raisers of Montana
eral Blanco and Colonels Garibaldi DAWES ENDORSES ALDRICH PLAN nection with the peace negotiations.
caucus, provided Mayor Speer withand Wyoming are in a bad way," he
drew as a candidate. This was flatDes Moines, la., May 6. That the
and Villa Stationed themselves at the
The relief felt ovef the fact that
to
WILSON
WOODROW
added, "unless Texas comes to yoar GOVERNOR
ART CONNOISEUR DIES
reserve association plan as advocated the
ly refused. Later each caucus appoint!
bead of their commands, ready
holiday ):Rssed without disorder, rescue."
was
which
word
If
the
a
MUST
COUNTRY
is
better
Aldrich
DECLARES
Senator
offensive
the
by
Cooley ed a conference committee,
London, May C Halsey
has given place to new apprehension
the attack 'on reciprocity
commander-in-chief- .
met
results.
without
Renewing
bank
scheme
the
than
central
their
A
Museum
CHANGE
of
UNDERGO
Art
director
the
City
given by
Ives,
regarding the attitude of Washington. Mr. Cannon said:
On the eve of the final struggle 33
General Pasqual Orozco was hurriedly was the statement made last night by Recent
of St. Louis, and widely known in
American
the
from
dispatches
"I
believe
this secret agreement
stand on a platform of
democrats
the
summoned to headquarters to receive Charles G. Dawes of Chicago, former capital are
of
died
art,
during
Kansas, City, Mo., May 6. Governor the world
interpreted to mean that
28 democrats
orders from General Madero. A force comptroller' of the currency, in an .inervention may be considered im- never would have been made if it had Woodrow Wilson of New Jersey was night, following & stroke of apoplexy "Speer or nobody," and
not
than Speer.
been
demanded
the
trenrather
declare
pubbuild
"Nobody
great
by
members
of
to
the
before
detailed
address
group
was
of rebels
the guest of the Knife and Fork club yesterday.
perative ' if the peace negotiations lishing interests of the country."
Rumors were thick this morning
ches directly opposite the El Paso six of the Iowa Bankers' association. fail.
He predicted that the democrats at its banquet last night. He said
that an understanding had been
Union station. They entered upon their
Danger of an attack on the capital would be overthrown at the next elec- in part:
reached between the republicans and
zeal.
much
with
work
'There can be no mistaking the. M'NAMARA BROTHERS
by the rebels appears remote. Gen- tion.
anti-Spedemocrats to force the
the
as
.Intense excitement prevails here
JIM FLYNN WHIPS
eral Huerta, with a force of federals,
fact that we are now face to face
final adjournment some time between
the
of
peace
a result of the collapse
has left for Cuernavaca, the capital
with political changes which may
MISS ANNA RIEVE RESIGNS
FORM ALLYARR AIGN ED 8 o'clock this evening and midnight,
of
clear
negotiations. It is now believed that
Intention
with
a very profound effect upon our
the
of
have
Morelos,
unless in the meantime the totally
AL
BIG
who
J.
Anna
Miss
been
has
Rieve,
war
a
into
.
the revolution will develop
life. Those who do not un
ing the district of rebels, which he
political
of
the
schools
unexpected occurs and some man acof the town
principal
to the bitter end between the lnsurderstand the impending change are JUNE 1 FIXED BY COURT AS DATE
says will be a task of only a f ev. of Las
r
democrats
seven
ceptable to the
for
has
Vegas
years,
rectos and the federals. That Juarez PUEBLO
FIREMANN
afraid of it. Those who do under
THE days. It is believed the train serWINS
a
senatorial
as
looms
WILL
possibility.
PLEAD
THEM TO
up
FOR
and
her
has
been
resigned
Is
resignation
will be attacked, probably tonight,
vice between this city and Cuernastand it know that it is not a process
WHITE HEAVYWEIGHT
school direcDEMAND BAIL
vaca will be restored today, though accepted by the board of
of revolution, but a process of resto-taken for granted.
'
CHAMPIONSHIP
tors. Miss Rieve's work has been
FREIGHT HANDLER KILLED
The suspension of the truce came
the rebels are still in numbers along
ration, rather, in which there Is as
and
she
has
conscienN. M., May 6. Casi- been
exacting
indi-;
run6.
Albuquerque,
No
further
are
Los Angeles, May
the line. Trains from Laredo
much healing as hurt. There are
as & distinct surprise, as every
In
hard
rea6
a
tious
With
execution.
this
For
its
P.
Kansas City, May
Chavez, a santa Fe rreignt
strain and peril, no doubt, in every officials acts of consequence will occur miro
ning by way of Tamplco. Railway and
cation pointed to an agreement. Jud?e
of
was
son
to
is
a
Jim
it
she
that
the
take
handler,
instantly killed at 11:25
Flynn
Imperative
jaw
swing
telegraphic communication between
process of change, but t!he chief until Tuesday in the cases of John
Carbajal, the federal peace envoy, as right
knocked out Al Kauf- San Luis Potosl and Saltlllo remain vacation. When Miss Rieve took
last
Colo.,
being run over by a
night
by
Pueblo,
late
in
declared
it
comes
from
and
James McNamara, arraigned
undertaking
peril
late aa 10:30 this morning,
cars being pulled
in
TVest
of
of
the
the
Francisco
of
the
schools
tenth
side
freight
charge
o!
man
Satt
the wrong temper. It lies not in the yesterday on charges of murder and string
fce had not received a full answer yet
Impossible.
track
house
from
the
here
by a switch
last
chaoIn
their
a
round
of
were
night.
seven
Mafight
the
1
as
as
the
was
fixed
in
years' a6 they
There is hO truth lii the report
the change itself so much
dynamiting. June
to the propositions submitted by
unfortunate
of
the
The
body
engine.
Never before in his career had circulated in the United States that tic condition! N6w they can be com- method of some of those who promote time for them to plead.
i
dero, through his peace commissiondiscoverwas
mangled,
horribly
man,
suffered
Kaufman
such
schools
punishment rioting occurred in this city yester- pared favorably with the
tf it. It is a noteworthy circumstance Judge Bordwell will confer with the
ers Thursday. He ascribed, the delay
Engine
tracks
on
Night
the
by
as he received last night. Eight tlines day.
anw town of the same size in the that in proportion as the 'people of.; prosecution and defense Tuesday ie- - ed
,
How Chavez
la interruptions of the'telegraphle fa
Grenler.
Tom
Foreman
did,
Three
times
him.
announche country come tqi recognize what garding the question of ball, in case
to that Flynn floored
Americans in this city are not in country. Miss Rieve has not
that
cilities, and Informed Madero
the giant California!! take the count danger nor" will they be unless Inter- ed her plans for the future. She will it is that is proposed by way of , re- he should decide to grant it to Joh;i came to his death is a mystery
armisthe
that
solve!.
never
be
effect, and suggested
may
ahd after each knockdown vention 'should
seek rest from the hard work in which formation they lose their fear and McNamara, on the charge of dyanimit-inbe of nine,
provoke
tice, which was to expire at noon,
.from ah immediate
saved
himself
she. has been engaged.
on"
th
take on a certain irresistible enthusi
of
the
populace.
the Llewellyn Iron Works, which
part
extended. Madero at that time said knockout by clinching his opponent feeling
of
no
asm.
indication
There
bailable offense. The district u
is
however,
a
is,
extension.
he would agree to the
ahd holding on to gain strength.
'The American people are naturally torney has already declared that as UNIVERSAL WOMAN'S
present
such sentmont at the
any.
the
pre
Madero
opinion
camp
At the
When the knockout finally came, h time.
FRENCH AVIATOR
a conservative people. They do not McNamara Is also accused of murde- -,
, Vailed up to noon that Judge CarfcaJeA
minute bofore the fight was scheduled
festivities
wish to touch the stable foundations the question of ball cannot be con
the
Last evening
day's
SUFFRAGE PROPOSED
had received part of the government's to end, Kaufman was 'a bloody and
illumina
of
their life; they have, a reverence sidered seriously. Leo Rappapon,
the
usual
with
wound
up
conwere
It.
of
all
hot
but
They
answer,
pitiable sight. Blood Mreamed from
FALLS TO DEATH for the rights of property and the attorney for the defense, has gone to
i M
firfeworks "and band concerts.
fident that the announcement of the his left eye, which was closed In the tions,
of contract . which is based up- San Francisco to confer with labor REPRESENTATIVE MONDELL OF
disord
incident
rights
The
approaching
only
Intention of President tiaz to resign, third round, and his mouth. His face
on a long experience in a free life in leaders who are said to have given
er was due to the holiday exuberance
WYOMING WOULD AMEND
would be made before the day was was a mass of bruises. Other than a of the
men
'
which they have been at liberty to him evidence which affects the de
AEROPLANE
hundred
FROM
several
PLUNGES
crowds,
THE CONSTITUTION
were
Joyfully anticipat badly swollen face, 'due to Kaufman's
ovre, and they
acquire property as they pleased and fense in a favorable manner.
and "boyg gathering in the garden of
GREAT
AT
FLYING
WHILET
un"were
soon
dlsllluBionel,
it.
was
They
ing
apparently
left jabs, Flynn
bind themselves by such contracts as
the zocolia in the Plaza Mayor, shout.
Ortle McManlgal, who is said to
HEIGHT AT SHANGHAI
Washington, "'May 6. "Universal
however, as subsequent events show. hurt.
suited them. No other people have
Ing and amusing themselves with good
the
confessed
and
(have
Implicated
woman's
suffrage was urged in con
ever had such freedom in the estabfeatured "bantering of the police, of
McNamara brothers, is also charged gress today in a joint resolution in6.
the
Rene
Vallon,
or
May
Shanghai,
MOUND
WAGON
of
lishment
GOES TO
personal relationships
whom a large number were on guard
FACULTY ASKS VACATION
with dynamliting in yesterday's in- troduced by Representative Mondell
When the skylarking French aviator, fell from a great property rights. They do not mean
Ignaclo Romero' left this afternoon in the park.
The faculty of the New Mexico
arof Wyoming. The resolution would
will take promised to develop some excitement, height today and was Instantly kill to lose this freedom or to impair dictments, but he has not been
Normal University has requested the for Wagon Mound where he
to
not
and
is
appear
ha-the federal constlution lo
amend
expected
ed. Vallon belonged In Paris and
any rights at all, but they do feel that raigned
board rof regents of the school to the management of The Mora County the police rode through the crowds,
Mc- court
before
the
of
trial
the
"The
in
read:
counrlghtf of citizens shall not
econoIn
this
exhibitions
In
their
a great many things
has been con- dispersing them. A dozen persons who been giving
grant a vacation of two day3 on No- Sentinel. Mr. Romero
has
The
or
district
Namaras.;
be denied
attorney
abridged by the United
in
vember 2 and 3 'n order that the nected with The Optic Job department objected to beng sent home became try for six weeks in the hope of In mic yfe and in their political action declared that McNamara will not bo States or
state on account of
any
by
Been
the Chinese government
are out of gear. They bave
'
instructors may attend the meeting for some time and Is expected to'make obstinate and were taken In charge teresting
serf."
,
cheated by their own political ma- - given immunity.
military aviation.
by the officers.
'of the New Mexico Educational as good in his new position.

IN NO DANGER

WASHINGTON
ON QUI VIVE
Washington, May 6. Officials of
AT PRESENT NOT
the administration are watching close- SENTIMENT
ANTAGONISTIC
TO FOREIGN
the
ly
developments In the sltuaton
at Mexico Cty, where Americans are
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A YEAR
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BIG PROJECT

D
PRODUCT

MILL TO HANDLE

ENGLAND

Excel
London. May
lent Majesty, King George V, by the
Grace of God, of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, and the
British Dominions Beyond the Seas,
King, Defender of the aFlth, Emperor
of India. This resonant array of re
gal and imperial dignities, at all times
Impressive as symbolizing the realm
on which the sun never sets, galas
added emphasis at the present moment, for It was just one year go
today that his majesty ascended the
throne, follow'ng the death of the be
loved Edward VII. The anniversary
of the king's accession was observed
In London today with befitting hon
ors, flags being hoisted on the various
government buildings, Joy bells being
rung from the church steeples, and
the customary salutes of forty-onguns being fired in St. Jame3 Park.
Tomorrow the period of court
mourning for King Edward will end,
and the much anticipated season of
1911 will then be on In full blast.
The first of the four courts which the
kind and queen are to hold this month
will take place Tuesday. The func
tlon will be entirely official and dl
plomatic. Mrs. Whltelaw Reld will
make the presentations for America.
The season promises to be one of
the most brilliant which London has
seen for many years and It will certainly be a busy six months for the
king and queen. The central event,
of course, will be the coronation,
which will bring with It a multitude ot
meetings, ceremonies, and festlvtles
The most
both-- public and private.
important of these will be the Imperial Conference, wh'ch will be attend-eby prepresentatives of his majesdominions in all
ty's
parts of the world. It opens on May
His Most

e

NOW

Within a
Topeka, Kan., May
week Topeka will have in operation
tbe fourth mica mill In the United
States using the dry ground process
The mill is located at 119 Quincy
street in the building formerly occupied by the Topeka Alfalfa Milling
company.
S. B. Rohrer, president of the mica
company, is now installing a mill for
grinding mica with a capacity of
tons a shift. W. R.
two and one-haThomas, formerly manager of the
American Mica company of Denver,
has been employed by the company
as manager of the Topeka plant and
will direct the operations of the mica
mine at Ribera, N. M., where the
company has an unlimited supply of
6.

lf

'

mica.
Mr. Thomas has Just returned from

an inspection trip over the property

in New Mexico, where he placed R.
man, in
M. Moseley, a competent

charge of the production of

Some News of Vital Interest
to Our fieri Customers

BOARD APPROVES

BEING INSTALLED AT TOPEKA
A BIG INDUSTRY

ASECENDED THE THRONE

6.

CAREY ACT LAND

crude

mica.

"The Topeka company's proierty

in

New Mexico compares most favoraMy

Shoes
New Stocks of Smart Suits and Snappy, Stylish

IRRIGATION
OHARETTE
COMPANY TO OPERATE IN
COLFAX COUNTY

LAKE

need are
Our extensive sections devoted to the things that men

exceptionally well stocked and complete in every respect.
on
We call your attention to the large assortment of new suits tow
trie
exniDit
and
makers
display. These garments are from leading
ideas in Men's Clothes. Fashionably cut and beautifully
most
lined. Handsomely and carefully finished by only the most expert
tailors.
The fabrics are the latest approved by fashion and the large and
choice variety allows every man to agreeably meet his own particular
tastes and ideas.

Santa Fe, N. M., May 6. At a
meeting of the Carey Act land board,
at which Governor Mills, Territorial
Engineer Charles D. Miler and Land
Commissioner Robert P. Ervlenwere
present, final papers were signed with
the Lake Charette
Irrigation and
Land
companK
by
represented
Messrs. Bidwell and Bennett, and
Hortenstein and Hartley, and E. K.
Edwards, Esq., whereby the first
Carey Act project development in
New Mexico under the territorial and
U. S. Carey Act laws will be consummated. This project comprises 7,000
acres of Carey Act land in the south
ern part of Colfax county, together
with possibly 3,000 acres of territorial
land, making a total project of 10,000
acres which will be constructed with.-i- n
the next three years, work to start
in the next six months. The new
company Is comprised of Kansas cap
italists.
This project has been in process
of segregation for a very long time,
owing to its being the first Carey Act
segregation and the endless detail
work required by the general land
office; This project Itself has considerable merits as to locality, railroad
facilities, character of soil and extreme nicety of physical character.
The whole system seems to have
been laid out to order for this pur

te

i

Prices Range From

$10.00

to $25 00

Popular Shoe Models
shoe assortment of ours is a perfect revel of nifty
This
footwear for men. Buy good shoes always for the sake of your feet.
A trial of our shoe department will convince you that there is no
better place to secure GOOD shoes.
te

'

"Crossett" Patent Leather Oxfords, new Rhino last, military
heels, per pair
.$5.00
."Crossett" Gun Metal Oxford,
Whirlwind last, military heel,
the very latest
$4.50

'Douglas" two eyelet, Sailor
Tie, military heels, a very
$3.50
popular shoe, per pair-

t

with any mica deposit I have ever
seen," said Mr. Thomas, "containing
an inhaustihle quantity of high grade
mica. When the present pint's, now
contemplated, are completed, we can
deliver mica on board cars at Ribera
at a cost not to exceed $7 per ton.
Ribera, being on the main line of pose.
office
The territorial engineer's
the Santa Fe, offers exceptional advantages in shipping the crude mica was thoroughly represented in the
to Topeka, where we will mil! it, and final contract between the territory
ship on to St. Louis and Chicago, and the construction company In the
reaching a steady market at $:;5 to way of supervising the construction
$45 a ton.
work. Plans are to be filed within
Muscovite, or white mica, enter? the next six months to be presented
into manufacturing quite extensively, for the engineers approval and upon
continued Mr. Thomas, "especially which, If approved the project will
FROM LITTLE
along electrical lines, mica being the be built. Another important feature
OLD
NEW YORK
con- was included that the company by Its
highest known isolater. In this
is
22.
mica
contract is required to deliver to the
nection, the ground form of
Ten days hence the Queen Victoria used in the manufacture of isolators land irrigated 1
acre feet, i per
New York, May 6. The path of re- measure, but when the commissioner
memorial In the Mall is to be un for all overhead trolley work and annum. This water as evidenced by formers Is seldom smooth, and no mat- offered to pay $100 for every one of
veiled and the German emperor and high power transmission. The coarse commissioners' under similar pro- ter how serious and
they the seized baskets that should prove
empress will attend. The following ground material is used in large jects should be sufficient to raise may be, their efforts are rarely appre- full measure, provided the "honest"
evening a gala performance will be quantities for roofing, boiler lagging, successful crops.
ciated even by those who would b farmers would pay $100 for every basgiven at Drury Lane In honor of tho atufim nine ov miners, sound deaden- As soon as construction work pro- moat benefited
by the reforms. The ket under standard, not one of the
German sovereJ.ns.
in high class buldlngs. The finer ceeds sufficiently an opening will un- moment a reformer
jing
leaves the field of farmers had the courage to take the
I
Other notable events of the season meshes are used In fireproof and acid- doubtedly be held whereby parties
offer.
will be the opening of the Festival of proof paints, hard rubbers of all can file on land and make entry un speculation and theory and attempts
to
to
a
reform
ideas
his
put
practical
lubricants.
Empire at the Crystal Palace, May 12, characters, decorating and
der this project.
test, his troubles begin and, with ev
There were no services at the Secthe celebration of Empire Day, May It la quite possible that i ..we will. add
This character of sale of irrigible
i. .j
ery step he takes, they increase at a ond Reformed church ln Somer villa,
24 ; the celebration of the king's birth- a macnine to prepare luumamo
land has proved very attractive to
late so tremendous that he begins to N. J., the other
we are
Sunday, because the
settlers. The land can be bought wish he had never taken the
day, May 27; the great ball at Devon- the Topeka plant as soon as
first
pastor failed to make his appearance.
shire house, May 31; the arrival and operating steadily.
for only 50 cents an acre, 25 cents
Is a thankless underThe case was rather puzzling to tha
Few people in Topeka realize the down and 25 cents at .time final proof step. Reforming
reception of foreign representatives at
reformas
many
as tne pastor sent no
the coronation, June 17; the corona- enormous demand for mica products. is made. The water, right of thit taking,
like Collector Loeb, Mayor Gaynor congregation,
work of explanation.
Not until th5
tion ceremonies and procession, June One firm, the Ford manufacturing project will cost $60 to be paid in ten ers,
uses l.ooO annual installments at 6 per cent and a few others have found to their following day was the cause of his ab22; the royal progress through Lon- company of Vandalia, 111.,
would use
interest. The first payment under chagrin and disappointment. By their sence ascertained. Some time ago he
don, June 23; the royal review of the tons of mica annually and
efforts they lost many friends, drew had made an
obtainable.
if
amount
the
twice
fleet at Splthead, June 24 ; the visit
arrangement with a min
general projects amounts to $5 to the
There are twelve other manufac Irrigation company and 25 cents to severe criticism and vituperation upon ister in New York for an exchange of
of the king and queen to the Guill-halown heads, and, even if they sucJune 29; the coronation fete for turlng concerns each using severa. the territory for every acre by the their
pulpits on the last Sunday in April.
ceeded
in overcoming the active ani Unaware of the fact that there were
tons
hundred
taken
annually.
can
be
land
up
The
at
Pal'
entryman.
100,000 school children
Crystal
This mica business is a big one In 40, 60, 80, 120 and 160 acre tracts. passive resistance of their opponents five Sundays in April, the pastor hur
ace, June 30; the royal visit to Irelemand is constant and increas No one getting over 160 acres. The the knowledge of having conscien- ried to New York on the morning of
The
land, July 8 to 12; the investiture of
considered the fourth
the Prince of Wales at Carnarvon ing much faster than It can be pro- second payment is due generally af tiously done what they
Sunday, to preached in hi
reward.
the
with
was
their
their
The
duced.
only
duty,
to
the
question
only
ter the water has been applied
colleague's church. When he arrived
Castle, July 31, and the royal visit
at the church a trifle late he found
to Scotland, which has been reserved mica companies is to secure enough crops and in this way it has( proved
raw material and In the case with very attractive as it enables the setSome time ago Leonard McGee, at- - his colleague conducting service :.s
for the autumn.
the company operated by Mr. Rohrer, tlers to pay for his land and water torney-ln-chiof the Legal Aid Socie- usual. Not until the service was endtheir supply is inexhaustible and eas right without any further expense ty, concluded he would become a re- ed did the New Jersey minister have
.THE PROPER COURSE
ily' accessible.
than the first payment above men- former, but it is dollars to doughnuts an oportunity to learn from his co
From the Indications at the crest tioned. The territory is extremely in- that he has
changed his mind about league that there were five Sundays
Information of Priceless Value to of the mica mountain, the Topeka terested in the successful promotion it. He thought, in his modest way, In April, at least this year.
will
develop 6f this project, as it will do a great that he had found the solution of the
company's property
Every East Las Vegas Citizen
splendid sheet mica and this you deal towards developing other projects servant probiem and was confident
For more that twenty-eigh- t
years
kno waimost worth his weight in under this act.
How to act in an emergency la kowl-edg- e
that his little reform plan would end the good citizens of Yonkers have
gold. Sheet mica In sizes two Inches
all difficulties offered by the servant
of Inestimable worth, and this is
pointed with pride to the tall figures
square is worth 40 cents a nound,
CORRECTED
true
problem. Now, however, he Is not
of
the
diseases
and
particularly
"
on the roof of their historsheets 4 Inches by .5 Inches sells fo' ROUND SHOULDERS
ills of the human body. If you suffer $2.60 a
Persons who find themselves in- quite sure of it. His plan was to re- ic Manor house without a suspicion
pound, six by eight inch sizes
with backache, urinary disorders,, or for $9 a
or stooped fuse a1! legal aid to all servants who that anything was wrong with them.
pound and six by twelve Inch clined to have round
to learn quit without due no'lee to their em It was known that the figures were
any form of kidney trouble, the
be
will
indeed
glad
sheets find an enormous demand at shoulders
and to read all such appli
contained in the following state- $27 a pound, then the
placed upon the building by the late
scrap mica when of a brace which will correct these ployers,
As Dr.
on playing fair.
a
cants
lecture
ment will add a valuable asset to
or
Samuel Swift, a former mayor ot
ground and sacked commands a price conditions without inconvenience
about sixty per cent of all persons ap Yonkers and they
your store of knowledge. What could varying from $35 to $45 a ton, ow- discomfort.
naturally suppose!
aid were servants, ani
be more convincing proof of the effi- ing to the fineness to which it is
that the figures Indicated that the
We have obtained the exclusive plying for legal
cent
had
these
of
as fully sixty per
ciency of Doan's Kidney Pills than ground.
manor house had been built in 168?.
agency for the Rexall Shoulder
the statement of East Las Vegas citi"There is no question but that our Brace, made entirely of cloth, light, quit their employers while in a state Recent researches by the Historical
of "nerves," or in a huff over some
zens who have ben permanetly cured? mill will be taxed to its
association, however, have established
capacity, cool and comfortable, and which may
Incident of a day's routine, the lecture
Mrs. Sanford North, 915 Jackson that other units will be added to meet h worn
a
as
except
beyond doubt, that the Manor house
unconsciously
course at first seemed promising. But was
Ave., East Las Vegas, N, Mex., says: the demand, that the production
npt built until some time after
anj person assumes an incorrect attitude. the
"In view of my experience with Doan's preparation of mica will be one of Braces which bind continually on the
applicants did not appreciate 1720 and that Dr. Swift, although he
,
these lectures. It is true, the number knew
Kidney Pills, procured at the Center Topeka's strong industries."
this, had the misleading figures
body have a tendency to interrupt or
astonishof applicants dwindled to an
Block Pharmacy, I know that they are
placed on the roof, for the sake of arinterfere with the circulation, and In
but Mr. McGee's mail in- ranging a bicentennial celebration and
a sterling remedy. The public stateing
degree,
TO WELCOME FALLIERES
real
more
work
this way perhaps
creased in proportion. The letters
ment I gave two and a half years
Brussels, May 6. President
thereby gaining prominence.
harm than good. Medical authorities
ago telling the merits of Doan's Kidaccompanied by the French agree that the Rexall Shoulder Brace came from servants who had been
and the messages were not only The sense
ney Pills was correct in every parti- foreign minister, will arrive in Brus- is the nearest approach to perfection
of humor of Mary Talbot,
extremely
impolite but, in some cases a
cular and I have taken pleasure in sels Monday for a visit of several
this
of fourteen years who was ar
that has been introduced along
girl
abusive and threatening.
recommending them since then, when- days. Elaborate preparations for his line.
rested the other day, seems to be de
ever an opportunity has been present- entertainment have been completed.
In a large as
brace
this
have
We
veloped in a peculiar direction. For
The Belgian capital will be decorated
ed."
who several years it has been an
The war against merchants
of sizes, and can fit any persortment
inexhaust
For sale by all dealer. Price 50 and illuminated on a scale of mag- son.
cheat their customers by giving them ible source of pleasure and amusement
nificence
not
seen
Foster-Milburn
here In some years.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
Please bear in mind this brace can short weight or measure, is vigorously to her to send in false alarms for the
New York, sole agent for the United The entertainment .program will in- be obtained
only at our store The continued by the commissioners of fire department, hospital ambulances
clude a banquet in honor of the
States.
E. O. weights and measures. Many of tho doctors, and priests. When
Price $1.00.
Store.
Rexall
arraigned
Remember the name Doan's and French executive at the royal pal"honest" farmers, whose baskets were before the Children's
court, she conace, a gala performance at the the- Murphey.
take no other.
confiscated some time ago during a fessed and said she could
not tell why
ater de la Monnaie and a visit to
market raid by the commissioner and she did those
Tervueren and the Colonial Museum.
things but it was "great
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
his deputies, actually had the cheek to fun" to see
Sick headache results from a disorthe doctor or the priest
BROMO Quinine demand the return of the confiscated
Take LAXATIVE
dered condition of the stomach, and
rush into a house when she knew that
Read The Optic. It carries the full tails
GROVE'S
E.
W.
cure.
to
signscan be cured by the use of Chamber- Associated
baskets, saylnr that they "needed they were not
Press report, handled over Tablets.
, needed.
It was
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
Druggists refund money If Jt them In their business." . They insi decided to
have the mental condition
own
Its
it. .For sale by all druggists.
special leased wire.
.ure is on each, "box. 25c.
nuated that the baskets were of full of the
girl examined.

'Douglas'' Button Oxford in
Tan Calfskin, military heels,
newest last, per pair
$3.50
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CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Las Vegas, New Mexico.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
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Try an Ada in Tho Optic's
"Want Columns"
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TRUTHFUL ADVERTISING
THE BASIS OF SUCCESS.
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Choir Loft

Since the Ingredients
Entering Penrna
Are Known, Its Power a a Catarrh
Eemedy and Tonic is
Understood.
acCOLUMBUS, OHIO.-T- he
tive ingredients entering the most
popular household remedy in the
world have been made known to
the public. This means a new era
In the advertising of
popular family medicines Peruna leads.
Peruna contains among other
things, golden seal, powerful in its
effect upon the mucous membranes. Cedron seed, a rara
medicine and unsurpassed tonic
Cubebs, valuable in nasal catarrh
and affections of the kidneys and
bladder.' Stone root, valuable for
the nerves, mucous membranes
as well as in dropsy and indi-

PEACE CONGRESS
AND RECIPROCITY

otir tor m,mascm children than castor on,

FADS AND

mm

FASHIOiNS.

SALTS.OR FILLS, A3 IT SWEETENS AKO CLEANSES
THE SYSTEM MORE EFFICIENT! V AND
B FAR MORE PLEASANT TO TAKE.

rAWU- LAXATIVE, AS
- New York, May 6. With the ap- - ihat it can be continued
rr "fL.trCM'
GIVES SATISFACTION TO ALL IS
into the next
OF THE IMMacmi atc
ALWAYS BENEFICIAL IN ITS EFFECTS
proach ot warm
weather lingerie
I.V LI I
w.-uAND
iumAarUn
PERFECTLY SAFE AT ALL TIMES.
blouses and smartly tailored shirtma
Raheyrolle.
striped
is now used by the lead
THESE SUBJECTS
terial
there
LIKELY
TO waists of tub
materials
are comFirst mo jo n t m.;
modistes a touch of cerise. The
masa
CONTINUE AS HEADLINERS
more and more attention ing
t 10 a. m. Sunday schoolsecond
manding
in English
for this is very decided, and
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
vogue
IN
NEXT WEEK'S NEWS
and Spanish, at 3 p. m., ln
This, however, does not mean tli.it on' hats, gowns or bags of black and
Spanish at
in the Circfe,
1 30 P. m.
the interest in costume blouses Is on white this brlliaat
Rosary and benediction
on everij, Package of the Genuine.
cherry color Is
-6. The progress the declinev The vogue of the blouse
01 we blessed sacrament
May
Washington,
at 7:30
generally seen.
m.
of the peace negotiations in Mexico on suits with the coat and skirt of
.
Slks n black and whte are shown
and the proceedings in the national wool or silk has endured so Ions that in
x,w.cuuaul Ior u;ngUgn speaking
every shop. For linings, for entire
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS SELL THE ORIGINAL
AND
legislative assemblies of the United even the most ardent admirer of the dresses, for undersllps fn frocks, the
.ui.uren on Tuesday 4 p. m.. and 00
CENUINE WHEN CALLED FOR. ALTHOUGH THEY
COULD
States
and
to
Canada
with
reference
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak-:lnlingerie blouse will not accord It the black and white patterns are display
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT BY SELLING INFERIOR
PREPARAthe proposed reciprocity agreement place it once occupied in an outfit. ed.
children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
TIONS. YET THEY PREFER TO SELL THE
They lose nothing of their pat
GENUINE, BECAUSE
on Saturday at 9 a. m.
between the two countries will prob- She will wear it for innumerable pur- tern when vedltd. but can be 'softened
IT 13 RIGHT TO DO SO AND FOR THE GOOD
OF THEIR
ably continue as headline attractions poses, but when she orders her tailor- - down by the open meshes of tunics
CUSTOMERS.
WHEN IN NEED OF MEDICINES,
SUCH
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF 80R- ed or 6emitailored costume she will and
for the coming week.
DRUGGISTS ARE THE ONES TO DEAL
gestion.'
drapery. In 3klrts, the stripes win
WITH, AS YOUR
J JL"i2f
a
ROWS Rev. Paul Gllberton,
S!i,LS fjj
order
inviblouse
President
an
LIFE
has
to
OR
con.
Taft
match
and will
HEALTH MAY AT SOME TIME DEPEND UPON
accepted
be used in different ways. A band of
pastor.
THEIR SKILL AND RELIABILITY
tation to attend the dedication of the fess that, however lovely the lingerie the material
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun-daemphasizing the horimemorial to the sailors of the revo- blouse worn with such a suit, she does zontal line will be adjusted at the
WHEN BUYING
excepted. Second mass 8:30, FIRST NIGHT. MASS
i
!S!mno,' r I'l !'
sermon ln English, hymns rendered
lution, the gift of the General Society not feel herself quite dressed in it.
deep hem. The stripes on a circular
Notejfo FuJl Name offfiQ Gompam
It is true, there are some half and skirt will be cut to meet in., a
of the Daughters of the Revolution,
by the children under the direction
point
IN NEW CATHEDRA
which is to take place Thursday r,t half affairs this spring upon whi .h at jthe center seam. Panels
o the Sisters or Loretto. Third mass
in
fcAurowuwsrRij'i
'using
fj ,
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
the United States Naval Academy at she may compromise if she will. The the vertical lines can be adjusted at
.. .......
PPlMTTfl
CTU.' UT .
'
AND
IN
irtb
BOTTOM.
of
idea
or
chiffon
featevent
The
a
will
be
3
THE
From
combining silk,
Annapolis.
the back. When the idea is used
to 4 Sunday school. At 4 NAUGURATION OF
CIRCLE, NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE.OF THE
THIS SERVICE ure of the annual
CENUINE. ONE SIZE ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL
convention of the silk muslin matching a suit in color with discretion the wearer cannot help
LEADING
Benediction of the Blessed SacraDRUGGISTS.
IN ST. PATRICK'S CHURCH,
MINIATURE PICTURE
REGULAR PRICE 50c PER BOTTLE.,
with fine white lingerie material has but profit. The lines of the
ment At the New Mexico Hospital
society in Baltimore.
figure
OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS THE
to
NEW
some
has
YORK
and
appealed
The
also
designers
ONLY
has
the
should
determine
the
PERFECT
FAMILY LAXATIVE.
for the Insane mass every fourth
president
accepted
disposition of
BECAUSE IT IS THE ONE REMEDY WHICH ACTS IN A
NATURAL, STRENGTHENING
Invitation of St. John's Lodge of New- been worked out very happily in some the stripes.
WAY
Sunday by the pastor.
"STEM. WITHOUT UNPLEASANT
AND WTTHOUT
New York, May 6. A large gather ark, N. J., to attend a dinner Satur cases.
On hata there is a decided use of
IRRITATING, DEBILITATING OR GRIPING, AND THEREFORE DOES NOT INTERFERE
IN ANY
The volling of openwork or other striped ribbon or silk. This is used
in celebration of the 150th
WAY WITH BUSINESS OR PLEASURE. IT IS RECOMMENDED
BY MILLIONS OF WELL.'
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL ing of clergy and laity will fill St. Pat day night
on
or
linen
with
INFORMED
embroidery
batiste,
WHO
FAMILIES,
KNOW
to
OF
ITS
trim the hat for morning wear.
VALUE FROM PERSONAL USE. TO CET ITS
He will
anniversary of the lodge.
CHURCH
Cor. Eighth street and Na- rick's cathedral an hour or so before
ENEFIOAL EFFECTS ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE;
MANUFACTURED
also speak the same night on the sub colored chiffon, is of course familiar The
BY THE
silk is used for
tional avenue, m. C. Anderson, pastor. sunrise tomorrow -- morning to attend
of criminal law at a dinner in but the new idea Is shown in a charm, an immense bow on high turbans or
ject
Sunday school at 9:45. Junior a solemn pontifical mass, the first ever New York
model fashioned
of dark blue
It need not be
large flat shapes.
City. The following day ing
League at 2:30 p. m.; Epworth League ceieoraiea at inat time or
mousseline
de sole below the bust alone ln its
or the president will go to Harrisburg,
striped glory. A touch
day,
at 7:t)0; evening preaching service at
rather night, ln the big Fifth avenue Pa., to address the delegates to the line, while the upper part of the of color is given by milliners in a
8:00.
convention of the Brotherhood of blouse was of fine white linen
piping or binding of either 3atin or
A cordial invitation Is extended to church edifice. The occasion will be
In openwork design and velvet ribbon.
Cerlss here is also the
Railway Trainmen.
all who have no other place of wor- the celebration of the tenth anniverTo observe the twenty-fiftanniver trimmed with frills of the openwork choice ot the majority, although royal
ship to attend divine services at this sary oi the inauguration of an early sary of his being created a cardinal embroidery and with little bands of blue and empire green are also used
church.
morning mass for newspaper men and the golden jubilee of his being the dark blue mousselne finely tuck- for the touch of color that seems to
and other night workers.
ordained a priest, the New York Ca- ed crosswise.
be In demand.
Another blouse of dark etamlne
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
Archbishop Farley will officiate at tholic club will give a reception to
Little turbans and small hats are
of Cardinal Gibbons at its clubhouse over white had an oddly .shaped yoke much worn now. The helmet
avenue and Sixth street. Rev. O. P. the mass and Bishop McFaul,
shaped
YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC
and sleeves of embroidered batiste, with loops of
Trenton, will deliver the sermon. In- Wednesday evening.
Miles, Pastor.
at
velvet, extending
models
in
silk
are
various
there
and
each side, is quite popular. It reminds
The roadway to the top of the Royal
Sunday school 9:45; B. Y. P. U. vitations have been sent to many clerwith shallow yokes of lingerie stuff one of the Dutch headdress
of years
meeting 7 p. m. Dr. miles will preach gymen and other representative men Gorge of the Arkansas river, hewn continued down
the outside of the ago.
at 11. Subject, "Supreme Name." At in all parts of the country, irrespec- from the solid rock of the mountains
full Associated Press. report is printed
in
as
sleeve in a band and sometimes,
White hats are very much the fasn- 8 his subject will be "Supreme Need." tive of religion, and many have prom- by years of labor, and from a scenic
day.
some charming 'model seen, running
A. popular song sermon will precede ised to attend.
standpoint one of the most wonderful down the front of the blouse as well. ion, as they already were during th
are
winter.
worn
The first night workers' mass was driveways in the world, is to be forwith tailor
past
They
the evening sermon.
sailor
collars,
Deep creep collars,
presentation of daily happenings
Public cordially Invited to these ser- held by Father Evars at St. Andrews mally opened Friday by GoveYnor Dutch collars of embroidered batiste mades when walking. With these hats,
or
black
white
lace
blue,
Chantllly
church, in Duane street, in 1901, after Shafroth of Colorado.
vices.
or linen appear upon many or me
In large figures are still worn.
a dispensation had been obtained
King George and Queen Mary are colored blouses in silk or sheer ma- veils
straw
Very attractive are the
from Pope Leo XIII. The weekly at to hold the first court of their reign
goes into
EVERYTHING, decent to
terials and some exceedingly good toques, prettily draped, ontagal
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
which are
tendance is now in the neihborhood Tuesday night. The court will be ensilk
of
are
chiffon,
models
street.
avenue
and Eighth
National
placed large white wings, either on
On looking
of 1,200.
and diplomatic.
tirely official
silk mousseline or etamlne combined the aide or at the back.
Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor.
to
will
go
their
majesties
Thursday
with white or cream batiste embroid
Third Sunday after Easter, May 7.
Small bell shapes ln white crinoline
Cryta' Palace to open the Festival of ered in color matching the Bilk.
ATTORNEY DEFIED COURT
or tagal covered with large loops of
Holy Communion at 7:30 a. m. Sunday
not
Is to be one of the
which
'
Empire,
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too.
jilted,
tion, and this represents the ambition
the kaiser for Germany along comKEEl'LNUXEW YORK CLEAN of
Poet Oh, if ever I come across
mercial lines rather than the general
artist! He calls his picture "The
that
sentiment of the people of Germany.
The problems which confront a
on the Bench," and' has put
Sleeper
well
Germany realizes perfectly
of my poems In his hand.
a
volume
street cleaning department In any that nations bound together in a comBlaetter.
Fliegende
would
large city are many, varied and com- pact of international arbitration
between
have
a
bond
of
sympathy
plicated, and each city presents its
to have a bearing on inter FLEW A MILE WITH HIS BRIDE
peculiar problems. In New York them sure
national trade.
Wichita, Kas., May 6. James Ward,
City the conditions are practically a
Theoretically the kaiser has endors a
aviator, took his
combination of those of other cities ed the idea of a world peace, but the
old bride for her first aeroplane flight
because of Its cosmopolitan character. German emperor is likely to oppose
here yester5ay, flying a mile in a biThe department of street cleaning any definite compact so long, as he
plane. They have been married two
of the City of New York consists of believes that the extension of German months, but never before has Mrs.
a commissioner, three deputy com- trade depends upon his freedom to Ward dared to fly. Fourteen flights
missioners, a clerical force of a chief act solely with the commercial inter- were made by members of the Curtlss
and seventy-twclerks and steno- ests of Germany in view. When the company. Ward reading an altitude of
graphers, and an operating force ol commercial Interests of Germany be four thousand feet. Ely made a
08 officers and 6,636 men.
Every gin to suffer through the cultivation number of fantastic dips, driving the
man on this list is under civil service of a closer relationship between the
back in a panto on one ocrule and every man is entitled to a countries committed to arbltralon, spectators
casion when he sent his aeroplane
clay's work as long as the appropria the kaiser's underlying respect for the
down toward the crowd and then turn
tion lasts, and his services are satis' peace Idea will quickly come to the
ed suddenly into the air. About six
and
the
Even
itself.
and
assert
surface
the city Is entitled to
factory,
thousand
persona were present. The
s
to the hour of faithful Russian czar. It will be remembered,
meet will last three days.
service from each one. It is the duty posed as the patron of peace.
of the commissioner to make the most
out of the force he has at hand, and
MRS. JOHN DREW BETTER
to try and raise the standard of efMcLeansboro, 111. "About five years
ficiency, and it has been my pleasure
ago," says Mrs. John L. Drew, of this
to try to raise the standard of this
place, "I was afflicted with pains and
department by taking a personal inevery month. I suffered
'It's a shame the way they crowd irregularity was weak and
terest in the work and "welfare of the
despond
should continually,
men, says WUiam II. Edwards in the these carts. The passengers
ent, and unable to do my housework.
a
chance
on
and
insist
rise
getting
up
Xal'cnnl Monthly.
I took Cardui, and In one month, I felt
Tlie work performed by this army to sit down."
like a new woman and worked hard
"You may send me up the complete all summer. 1 am now in
in 1910 was the cleaning of 24,000,000
perfect
square yards of paved area or about works of Shakespeare, Goethe and health, and recommend Cardui to all
1,360 miles, and the collection and Emerison also something to read." suffering women." Every day, during
final disposition of 3,057,596 tons of
"I'd like to dance and I should the past 50 years, Cardui has been
ashes, garbage and light refuse and dance, only the music puts me out steadily forging ahead as a result of
rubbish. A fair popular idea of these and the girl gets in my way."
its proven value in female troubles. It
amounts may be had by putting it "Yes. her huBband robbed her of relieves headache, backache, womanly
that the streets cleaned
equal a every cent she had and. just think, misery and puts fresh strength into
street leading from New York to, New she only married him because she weary bodies.
Try it.
Orleans; and the wastes removed was afraid of burglars!"
equal a pile covering Madison Square
"Hello! Is this the butcher? Well,
Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
feet higher at
Park and twenty-nin- e
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
may send up a roast of beef, and
the top than the top of the Metropo- you
it
have
rare,
to
bothered with kidney trouble for many
butcher,
remember,
litan Life building tower. The numThat's the only way my husband can years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-leber of people served by this removal eat
Kidney Remedy, and before tak
Transcript.
ing it three days I could feel Its beneof wastes is, according to the Unitficial effects. The pain left my back,
ed States Census of 1910, 4,396,873,
my kidney action cleared up, and I
or about 879,854 families; making an "He's a financial genius. Spilt a cup am so
much better. I do not hesitate
average daily removal of about 8,100 of coffee over a fellow's colored trou to recommend Foley Kidney Rem
edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
tons of ashes, 1,100 tone of garbage, sers"
and "600 tons of light refuse and rub"And got out of paying for the Drug Co.
bish. ' As a matter of pastime, the trousers, eh?"
thirt'
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi
winder of 1909-1brought
"Why, he talked the other fellow
cine. They are hea'ing, strengthen
inches of snow, which gave the street into paying for the coffee!"
ing, antiseptic and tonic. They act
sweepers plenty to do keeping cross-walk-s
quickly. O. G. Schaefer and Red
clear
inlets
basin
catch
Cross Drug Co.
clean,
A lazy
loquacious , man whose
and fire hydrants free for Immediate
of
Worcester.
was
outside
farm
just
use, while a contract kept the superTony Faust draught beer is on tap
called at a neighbor's house
vising force busy at the work of re- Eng.,
the Opera Bar, and is one of the
at
cubic yard's of recently.
moving 10,046,995
finest draught heers served over any
the
exclaimed
down!"
sit
"Sit
down,
snow, which means work.
bar in the city.
'
neighbor.
o
"I don't know as I ought," replied
A MINISTEKIAL. FAN
the farmer, but nevertheless he sat Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
down. After some talk about crops, at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
"I don't rels on the bar.
A St Louis preacher has resigned the farmer said, slowly:
his pastorate and removed to Detroit
for the announced reason that he can.
not endure the kind of ball the St.
Louis Browns are putting up this season, while the Detroit Tigers are
"biffing the pellet' and "denting the
'
pan-iust about to hie liking. Ardent
baseball fans will applaud the judgment of the good man of the cloth
in this sespect, but .from many points
'
of view it is hoped that the examples
will not spread. Suppose the Las Vegas preachers should measure the deAlarm rings only at time to awaken' you. A clock that will
sirability of their pastorates here by
give service Three dollars less 10 per cent for cash.
the quality of ball that has been witWe also have the Dollar Clock, r "v
season
on
nessed thus far this
the
.
home grounds. Fearful are we that
i
soon
be an
the congregations would
gling for another "fisher of men" and
turning the services over to the
606
Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, New Mexico,.
landsocieties
until
It
young people's
.
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INVESTMENTS

The most optimistic message to reach financial Chicago
in recent months concerning the irrigation securities situation not only
of Chicago, but of the East and cf
London, Paris and other points in Europe, came from Judge Charles F.
Fishback, who spoke at the fourth
monthly luncheon of the Chicago
board of control of the Nineteenth National Irrigation congress, given here
recently at Hotel LaSalle. Judge Fish-bacwho is chairman of this board,
has Just relurned to Chicago from Europe, where one of his missions was
to spread the gospel of American irri"
gation development.
Judge Fishback asserted that on the
v.ay to England he discussed with a
New York financier the Irrigation
situation and was given an
expression of opinion which in effect
was that he had no doubt that irrigation bonds would be finally rated as
among the best of financial investments. This man, Mr. . Fishback sat J,
is known as one of the nation's
shrewdest financiers and he declare!
that it was with considerable gratification that he brought such a mes
sage from him to the central and
western portion of the country.
"In Paris," Mr. Fishback said, "1
learned that forty-fivmillion francs
have been sent to this country during
the last few months by Paris financial
Institutions for Investment in Ameri
can Irrigation development. These investments were placed after exhaustive Investigations had been made by
French engineers, and that more of
such funds will come appears to be a
certainty.
"Right now the representative of
other foreign interests is In this coun
try traveling extensively, in the ari-states of the west. His mission is to
gather complete data concerning the
development of American resources
and to report later to interests of his
country regarding the advisability of
investing money here. .We all believe
we know what his recommendations
will be."
Chicago, May 6.
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was n Canadian Paoifio which lost
of a point Variations in other
stocks were almost equally distributed
between small gains and small loses.
The market adopted a generally declining tendency with considerable
pressure against the small stocks. Unidown m
ted States Steel opened 3
liquidation inspired by the unfavorable
Canadian Pacific lost
annual report.
and LeIVt. Chesapeake and Ohio 1
high Valley 1.
Later
The market slosed steady.
strength was shown by Western Maryland and Northern Pacific, the former
points.
advancing 2
The closing sales were as follows:
63
Amalgamated Copper
118
American Beet Sugar
109 's
Atchison
126
Great Northern pfd
106
New York Central
125
Northern Pacific
154
Reading
114
Southern Pacific
177
Union Pacific
74
United StateB Steel
119
United States Steel, pfd
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, May 6. A break of

4

cents a bushel in the price of Mav
wheat today was followed by withdrawal of support by leading bulls.
The"
trade, however, was only scattered.
Other months weakened with May,
although the latter delivery made a
quick rally of 2 cents. Rain and the
Canadian northwest was partly re
sponsible for the decline.
Opening
cents lower to
figures here were
cents up. July started at 88
to 88, dropped to 88 and closed
easy at
Lightness of the country- offerings
tended to make corn firm but the
break in wheat more than offset this.
July opened unchanged to higher ar
52
cents and closed
cents
lower at
Good buying by a local house gave
some stiffness to oats. July started
to
unchanged to
higher at 32
32
and steadied at
Higher quotations for hogs lent help
to provisions. The - first sales weie

88.

-

52.

32.

$5.6506.00;
heavy $5.73(35.90; pigs
$5.805.95.
sales
bulk of
Market
1,000.
Sheep-Rec- eipts
western
steady. Native $3.004.65;
$4.405.40;
yearlings
$3 664.65;
western
lambs, native ,$1.2566.25;

unchanged to 5 cents higher TrttirJuly
pork at $14.87; lard at $8.02 ' ' to
to $7.90.
$8.05; ribs $7.87
Closing quotatons were as follows:
Sept. 87.
Wheat, July
eSpt. 53. Oats,
Corn, July
Pork,
Sept.
July
Lard.July
$8.07;
$14.92.
July
Sept. $8.17. Ribs, July $7.92; Sept.

88;
52;
32; 2132.

$4.75

'

v;iv.-

;

e

"t.

st. "Lby is wool;

6
Wool, unchanged.
mediums liiti
western
and
Territory
fine 1112.
17; fine mediums 1315;

St.

STOCK

CITY LIVE

'.

,i

$7.877.90.
KANSAS

J

6.35.

Louis!-Ma-

Kansas City. Mo., May
.
)
NEW YORK MONEY
NaReceipts 100. Market steady.
6. Call money nor.i-iriMay
York,
New
tive steers $5.25 6.10; southern steers
Prime mercantile paper 3 per
$4.255.60; southern cows and heifers
cent Mexican dollars 45.
$3.254.75; native cows and heifers
$3.006.O0; stockers arid feeders $4.75
NEW YORK METAL
5.75; bulls $4.005.00; calves $4.00
York,
May 6. Lead and copNew
steers
6.75; western
$4.755.90;
63Vt- western cows $3.25 5.00.
per nominally unchanged. Silver
Market
strong
Hogs Receipts 2,000.
to 5 cents higher. Bulk of sales $5.7a
SUCCESSFUL MEN
5.85; heavy $5.755.80; packers anl
successful men look and act
Today
butchers $5.755.85; lights $5.80
the part. The erect, square-should- e
5.90.
ed Individual with the flash of
none.
Market
Sheep Receipts,
in his eye Is the man who doesn't
steady.
have to look for a position. The man
who during childhood has become
round shouldered, finds that he is in
OMAHA LIVE STOCK
measure handicapped because of this
a
Omaha, Neb., May 6. Cattle Re
:
,
deformity.
100.
Native
Market steady.
celpts
It will be good news to such men to
steers $5.206.10; cows and heifers
know that there Is a shoulder brace
$3.005.75; western steers $3.50
correct such
Texas
steers $3.255.10; range which has a tendency to
5.80;
inconvenwithout
that
and
conditions,
cows and heifers $3.004.85; canner3
'
'
discomfort.
or
ience
$2.754.00; stockers and feeders $3.50
lot
shoulder
Brace,
The Rexall
5.00.
5.E0; bulls, stags, etc., $3.75
Market five .which we have the exclusive agency,
Hogs Receipts 6,000.
constructed entirely of cloth does
cents
higher. Heavy $5.505.70; is
shoul
mixed $5.605.70; light $5.60 5.75: not continually bind across the
arms
or
the
under
except
and,
ders
pigs $5.005.60; bulk of sales
as one needs the admontlon to brace
up, the wearer Is unconscious of its
100.
Market
Sheeps Receipts
like to show you this
steady. Yearlings $4.404.90; wethers presence. We'd
brace
shoulder
and
give you a pracewes
$4.104.60;
$3.504.40; lambs
tical demonstration of its superiority
$5.256.25.
to any other brace on the market today.
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
We have this In all sizes for either
Chicago, May 6. Cattle Receipts sex. Can be obtained only at our
200. Market strong.
store The Rexall Store. Price $1.00.
Beeves $5.00
6.40; Texas steers $4.6O5.50; west- E. G. Murphey.
ern steers $4.805.60; stockers and
feeders $4.005.40; cows and heifers Do
You Have the Right Kind of Help?
$2.405.60; calves $4.506.50.
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
Market right kind of help to neutralize and
10,000.
Hogs Receipts
strong to 5 cents up. Light $5.70) remove the poisons that cause back- y
ache, headache, nervousness, and
6.10; mixed $5.705.90; heavy $5.55
and bladder ailments." O. G.
to
choice
5.90; rough $5.555.70; good
and Red Cross Drug Co.
6.f-Cat- tle

$5.60-5.70-

sixty-minute-

ABSORBLETS

pAL
About these Saturday Night
and Monday Values
thoroughly realize that these Saturday and Monday Sales
offer the best values ever given here. We guarantee
article bought to be first quality and to give entireevery
satisfaction. Any article bought can be
exchanged if not satisfactory. We make this rule
because these sale goods are just as good as anything we
have in the house
...
4r
af
h
4
Do you

on

.

.

0

Tit-Bit-

Something New and.Practical
AN EIGHT DAY

ALARM CLOCK
.....

i

ROBERT J. T AUPE RT
si

'

i'

Splendid offerings to be had at "The Store of Quality"
:
l i:
i. n i n
Saturday Nighi and Monday
Any Ladies' tan Pump or
Oxford in the house
worth $3 to $4.
special price
$1.98

stock of Figured
Lawns and Dimities re- -

Complete

ways sold at $3.50
per pair, $150

fc

-

-

about Embroideries?
1.4 Off

HIUHUUJ

Kfl

lOluTBO

Navy

tan,

blue,

Mv
UUIJf

Lace Curtain Material and
Swisses reduced 20 per cent
'

hello,

suede,
Copenhagen,
blue.sky blue.reds
"d whlte'
9sc

pair

to 9 p. m. Saturday
Gordon Silk HoseFAfi air pure
.

AH

II
IlOSB

OllK

: special price

:

MflndaV

to 9 p. m. Saturday On y

V1'""

duced 20 per cent
How

Saturday Night and Monday
One lot of tan Pumps,
without straps, al- -

7

Monday Only

Goods can be
n . i

7

Si,k Hose very4lght weiP-h- t
iV-"- "
but
serviceable,1
--

fx

..:v.-!

315-51- 7

Railroad
i

-

Opposite

.:

'Avenue

A

T

Cir,

E.LASVEGAS.

3

iij2sjiss

'

Castaneda.
:

-

.

n.m:

;

.

Hotel

V
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The

Prescriptionist

mn who does the
weighing, the measuring-the
man who knows how
and why-- the
man on
whom
everything depends.
Our
responsibility is
ost sight of forVmJment
The

in prescription filling.
Every
"

Prescription
leaving
store is faultless from

our

TttC, DALLE

PERSONALS
Attorney William G. Haydon went
this afternoon to Shoemaker
Felipe Guerin. a deptuy sheriff, went
"wrnooit to Trinidad on & b.i.
"
trip..

a.

"

11
1

,

1

AN ENJOYABLE

MIALpf

Have
a

Just

Western
Garden

II

NEVER TIP SULKY

MX

MORY LAST NIGHT DANCED
TO HEART'S CONTENT

The armory was the scene laat
night of a highly enjoyable event
the Knights of Columbus' May ba.'l
ine hall was prettily decorated, the
prescription.
music was excellent and the magnifi- cient floor was slick as polished glass,
4
WINTERS DRUG CO.
large crowa was present, more
A
prettily gowned women being seen at
this affair than on similar occasions
Phoue Main 3
for several months.
The hall was decorated in patriotic
food.
colors and in Knights of Columbus
banners and pennants. From the cen
ter of the big hall streamers of red,
We
1
white and blue were run to the edges
Received Lot of
of the gallery. At the orchestra end
, Both
of the hall a large American
flag wa3
of
Food.
draped amid bunting. At the opposite
was
end
shield
,a
bearing the escut
it. M. Kearney of Watrous returned
to his home today after having been cheon of the Knights of Columbus.
" I am quite positive that tbe use ol alum baking
here a short time to look after busi Bunting and pennants were used in
should be condemned.'
powder
profusion in the decoration of the
ness affairs.
Pmf. Vaaghan, Uniomity of Michigan.
edges of the balcony on either side.
Mrs. Johanna Vollmer is planning
The grand march began at 9:30 and
Head the Label
that
a trip to Europe this summer. She
continued with an Intermis
dancing
In Bulk
will leave early In June and will be
MAInm, sodium alum, basic aluminum sulphate,
sion for supper until nearly 3 o'clock.
gono several months.
sulphate ol aluminum, all mean the same thing
The refreshments were served in one
u'nean McGillvray, of the Occident of the
namely, BURNT ALUM." Kama Stat Board efHtalih.
Package
large rooms on the second floor.
al Life Insurance company of Albu- They were elaborate.
The Knights
querque, la in the city looking after are to be congratulated upon the sucs
Seed
business for this company.
cess of their dance. All credit is due
Co. It will pay you
Judge Clarence J. Roberts is expect to the ball committee of which P. J.
to see our line before
ed to arrive tomorrow from his home Emenekare was chairman and John
FEDERAL COURT IS
JUAN D. MARTINEZ
in Raton to open the United States Condon, H. C. de Baca, Richard
elsewhere.
e
district court here Monday morning.
and Antonio Lucero were mem
TO CONVENE MONDAY
Mrs. Lesley Aldredge and two little bers. The other committers
PNEUMONIA VICTIM
follows:
home
if
are
at
the
daughters
visiting
Floor P. D. McElroy, Gilbert GueC. A. McMillan on the boulevard. Mr
flrnrr and RutrhAr
JUDGE C. J. ROBERTS WILL PRE FORMER MORA COUNTY SHERIFF
rin,
Joseph Carvill, J. D. Murphy and
were
old
Aldredge and Mrs. McMillan
SIDE OVER SESSION, WHICH
DIED AT COUNTY SEAT
Colbert C. Root.
.
schoolmates.
WILL BE BRIEF
Decorations
M. Hayden, Leo Tip
J.
HOME TODAY
W. L. Devine, S. B. Tipton, Miss
C. Fenton, B. Z. Kastler and
Bessie Tipton and Miss Kate Devine ton, J.
Frank Strass.
Monday morning in the Sau Miguel
Mora, N. M., May 6. A victim of
LAST NIGHT OF
were here last night from their home
court house the United States pneumonia with which he had been
was
The
music
furnished
the
county
by
.
in Watrous to attend the Knights of
court for the Fourth judicial district ill
opera house orchestra.
I
for several days, Juan D. Martinez,
Columbus dance.
will begin its regular May term. Judge
the
was
serv
dancing:
During
punch
former sheriff of Mora county and a
THE BIG CARNIVAL Sheriff Secundino Romero has re ed by Mrs. Frank Strass.
Clarence J. Roberts wlil preside and leader among;
republicans, died this
turned from a trip to the country
United States Attorney D. J. Leauy
morning at bis home. Death came
he had been serving subpoenas
where
B.
S.
and
his
Jr.,
Davis,
assistants,
WILL
peacefully at 5 o'clock. At the time
A WEEK OF MERRY-MAKINfor jurymen for the May term of the PLENTY DOING ATand Herbert
Clark, will represent of his death Mr. Martines held the
MIDAT
CLOSE
court.
COME TO A
Sari Miguel county
.ne uuiieu awies. me jurymen woe office of
of the peace in this
NIGHT
have been subpoenaed for service on town. Mr.justice
O. E. Burch will leave next week
Martinez was a man of
BALL
PARK SUNDAY the grand and "petit Juries are aa fol means. He was Interested In land
for Atlantic City, where he will attend
,.'
on the car- the annual meeting of the Presbyte
lows: v
.,
will
reign
and live stock and other property
fun
Tonight
a
as
Jose
when
Juan
Grand
Maestas, sr., both In Mora and Wagon Mound. He
delegate
Jury
Assembly
General
midnight
until
rian
nival groundB
FOLLOWING GAME BETWEEN MAot Santa Fe.
Rociada; Geo. H. Carter, Ocate; A. Is survived by a family. The deceas
the Greater Las Vegas band's great from the Presbytery
ROONS AND RAILROADERS,
H. West, East Las Vegas; Arthur
close.
a
to
ed was 65 years of age and had been
trppt. fair will be brought
Mrs. J. F. Anton went this afternoon
BRONCHO-BUSTINLas Vegas; Juan Cardenas, a resident of Mora county the
111
of
East
t(WKl".
result
.nti.n
the
10
o'clock
ww
greater
to Springe:1, sne win kuuu
Shortly after
ot
Bueyeros; Cecil Browne, EaBt Las Ve- part of his life.
th Section for choosing a queen
row in the Alldredge automobile
Do you remembeir the bull that gas; Chas. Rosenthal, East Las VeThe Mr
Mr. Martinez held the office of sherAlldredge, who is a member of
the carnival will be announced.
unseated in rapid suc- gas; J. E. Chesworth, Cimarron; Wm. iff when Mora county was the scene
will
bit
successfully
will
and
there
one
that
TTnitert
close
tvm
a
States
jury
r,tBt. la
cession Homer Edwards and several Burks, East Las Vegas; Brlgldo Galle-- of a good deal of crime. His effii
much enthusiasm shown on the here next week.
other rough riders at Amusement gos, Rociada; ' James Gray, Aurora; cient work and fearless pursuit of lawof the various
RpTitamin Brown and J. Herbst.the
;
part of the supporters
park two or three weeks ago? The Cecilio Rosen wald, EaBt Las Vegas breakers did a great deal toward
be
numcandidates. The ballot boxes will
two men who represent a large
to
on
hand
will
be
same
old bovine
John Kirkpatr'ck,
Springer; Felipe
lawless acts. As a political
the wounds all during the evening ber of Jewish people, members of the morrow afternoon and some more at Medina, Sena; Ed Knauer, Raton; C. stopping
leader Mr. Martinez stood high in the
o'clock.
10
of
at
r
close
win
Colonization company
a Liu.j v wwub
Jewish
tempts will be made to ride him. The F. Hortenstein, Springer; A. L. Rat- - councils o the republican party In
Th -- mint will be made by disinterest (Philadelphia, have returned to Las Lasater brothers, who are known as
cliffe, Clayton; E. Trujillo, Cimarron; Mora county and the territory. He
crowd.
a tour of
ed judges in full view of the
Vegas after having made
Blue Ribbon Kids, will ride the M. D. Ringer, Clayton; Casimiro Jime was admired even by men of theNip-poslt- e
the
The carnival spirit will run high the greater part of the territory. bull.. They will do other stunts, nez, Montoya; Chas. A. Oxley, Raton;
political faith.
toniBht. Confetti will be thrown and Meairs. Herbst and Brown are look among which will be the riding of Patricio
Burial will likely occur in Mora, the
Sanchez, Mora; Lute Royba),
Jewish
producnoise
a,
for
large
numerous outlaw horses. Roping, rope Sapello.
ing for a location
every 'Known variety of
funeral being held tomorrow.
m.
will make tneir report
and lariating also, will be
ing instrument will be Drougm. fill- colony. They.
J. L. Robb, AmistaJ;
spinning
Mr. Martinez was well known in
Petit
Jury
which
to the company they represent,
use. The big show tents will be
of the performance put up by
a
A. H. Han Las Vegas end throughout San Miguel
part
H.
Hawkins,
Bryantlne;
and Ferris will make selection among the various the Lasaters. The exhibition will oc
d
ed and the
ris, East Las Vegas; Frank A. vigu county. One of his Las Vegas friends
The men are
on each tracts investigated.
loads
of the grand stand im- Raton; Justo Barela, Guadaluplta; said of him today. "Mr. Martinez was
front
cur
in
wheel will carry large
devoted solely known to be favorably impressed with mediately after the game between
trip. Tonight will be
Antonio Griego, Corazon; Pablo Ar-- quiet in hs manner. He never had
do not hae Las Vegas and the land surrounding the Maroons and the Railroaders.
who
to fun and people
mi jo, Las Vegas; Wm. H. Wingard, much to say but his record speaks
but it.
And that game will be a dandy, Mt. Dora; Macarlo Montoya, Montoya; eloquently of his integrity and
a good time can blame nobody
was
Rev. Father T. P. O'Keefe, who
too. Frank "Bug". KdDurn wax pucn Juan
themselves.
Mares, sr.. Las Vegas; R. E. All- Immacu'the
of
was
Church
the Maroons.
the
for
of
balloonist,
his first game
pastor
Eddie Bartell, the
Pedro Ullbarrl, Casa
this late Conception several years ago, will "Swede" Ekberg will be on first base. dredge, Springer;
Canuto
compelled to give up his flight
Ramirez, Rociada;
Grande;
wind, return to Las Vegas within tne next An admission of 25 cents to the grand
Wm. Morlan, Clayton; Pablo E. Ar-morning because of the high
will
renew acquaintance stand or any part of the grounds
which prevented the filling of the big ton months to
Father be charged, and it is expected a big mijo, Casa Grande; John Burris,
dan- with his former parishioners
considerable
is
There
gas bag.
Las
Vegas crowd will take advantage of these Clayton; J. P. Van Houten, Shoe
n'Keefe passed througn
ger of burning a balloon while filling
maker; Wm. Pennington, Guadaluplta;
was Thursday night while on his way from liberal rates.
it if the wind is strong. Bartell
John Sutherland, Springer; H. S. Van
The committee of directors of the
Kan., where he had been
sorrv to disappoint the large crowd Leavenworth,
Las Vegas; R. J. Taupert, .a3
was
severely
has
who
charge Petten, East
baseball association that
that had eathered to see him mate viisUng his mother,
Las
East
Vegas; Carlos B. Martinez,
of raising the monthly subscription
ill to San Francisco.
his aerial trip.
Manuel Bernal, Cleveland,
Sanchez;
Maroons
been
has
list for the support of tbe
Las Vegas. Father O'Keefe
Colbert C. Root, East Las Vegas.
from
He
expects
with
encouragement
Islands.
is
meeting
in the Philippine
How
Capital Pmld lot
renew hi' pastor work soon In tho the fans. The list is growing.
to
REGULATES SALOONS
FLORIDA
SCORES
mure
contain
several
BASEBALL
shouia
ever, it
TODAY'S
diocese of Leavenworth.
$100,000.00
Tallahassee, Fla., May 6. The state
total amount pledged
Mexico land Las Vegas in p- a- names and the
senate late yesterday passed a dras- should be Increased considerably
ticular have made a favorahle impresNational League
Several additions will be made to tic bill regulating saloons. The bill
or tne nrm v
2.
8l0n upon J. q. Irvin
in June. Wlngo prohibits the sale of liquor to habitual
Pittsburg, 3; St. Louis,
meat deal- the Maroons' line-u2.
Irvin brothers, wholesale
a successful drunkards, requree saloons to close
from
fresh
will
Itfladelphia, 12; Brooklyn.
arrive,
wm ie
ers of Chtcagd. Mr. irvin
New York 15; Boston 9.
team
in Ken at 8 o'clock and not to open until 7
y season with;his college
Fhome, accompaniea
his
fop.
o'clock the following morning, abol
tonight
American League
has been tucky and two or three other college
his son, John irvin, who
PhladelDhla 6: Washington 7.
vrtiithH will come here to don the ishes all screens and forbids music
inter here This is
(Game spending the
Cleveland 2.
rwao-locals. The outlook or eames in saloons. It further pro
secoW
visit in four months uniform of the
Mr irvin's
summer Is ex vides that not more than
called at end of eighth Inning.)
' and he says bejhopea to be able to . for good baseball this
of a pint of any intoxicating liquor
New York 6; Boston 3.
cellent.
he believes
Mr. Irvin says
.
shall be sold to a customer, this to
,
.
is we ueu
In a sealed package.
be
xw Mexico's Climate
For soreness of the muscles wheth
every: found ana tne sou
Inim
- er Induced by violent exercise or
.... tTA.SMllTlUil the Irrigation pro- lurv. Chamberlain's Liniment Is ex
Best draught beer in the city, at
l"
uie.
.
.
will work wonders cellent. ThiB liniment is aiso nigniy
of course.
Las Vegas.
esteemed for the relief it affords in
jn the advancement of
cases ofrheumatism. Sold by alLdrughold of your
IT MAKES FOR HEALTH
Folev Kidney Pills take
to rid yourself of
you
and
help
Us. .
Now Is the time to get rid of your
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
iun.
acne. nervousness, wnmitln
from the rheumatisms You will find Chamber
ts
Grape-Nulain's Linimr tt wonderfully effective Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
One application will convince you of
Ruildine job Woik a Specialty.
its merit Try It. For sale by all Phone
Opposite Optic
Q
&
Main,3?5, :.
I
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel
safe
ana .sure if we fin your

I

H-GO- "

buying baking powder
examine the label and take
only a brand shown' to be
made with Cream o! Tartar

ieming. J. H. steam.. LARGE CROWD
THAT FILLED AR
H. Pierce spent
yesterday oa

"if. ana Mrs. F. H. Shultx . w.
irom tneir home In Clovis for a brief
visit with friends.
Joe Brown, an auditor for the Har
vey system is here from his headquar-iers in Kansas City.
fr. J. M. Cunningham returned this
irom a Dueinese trip to
urench and Springer.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the Normal University, will leave
next week cn a trip to Denver,
C. V. Griswold returned this after- irom California In which state
ne had been spending the winter.
county Treasurer Eugenlo Romero
returned last night from a business
trip to Estancla and Albuquerque.
J. a. uuiley, of wagon Mound, is
here for a short visit to his son, Mait
Culley, a student at the Normal

SATURDAY, MAY 6, IOII

CREAM

$1.35 FOR THIS $1.75 CART FOR SATURDAY AND

pure, wholesrimcreliable Grape
Cream of Tartar Baking Powder.
Improves the flavor and adds
to the hcaltlifulness of the

No Alum

MONDAY

ROSENTHAL
OPPOSITE Y. fl. C. A.

No Lime Phosphate

Reduce the Healthlulness

the

Seed

and remember

and

Readjustments in
business are the rule and
readjustments usually
mean opportunities, for
workers chances to secure the better Jobs-w- ant

From-Bartelde-

buying

advertisers

under-

stand these matters.

De-vin-

People with services
to sell should enlist the
aid of want ad.

I J. A. Papen

-

ANT Ads
Are' Best

d,

-'

merry-go-roun-

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

That property you want to sell is WORTHMOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
..hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspapen want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and' furniture, farticles 0f usefulness of any
sort, andlmusical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

BBBBSBB
19

San Miguel National Bank
Las Zltyas

0
0

f

9- -

one-fourt- h

re-n-

lu-1- -

,

0

-

-

Vibration

,

.m-

food

"There's a Reason"

Frank Revell,

qqq

J. M.

CUNNlNOHAM.IPreildeiit,
FRANK SPRINGER, Vic President,
D. T.HOSKINS, Cuhler,

Surplum

$80,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
The Man With Money

.

1,1

'

;

Acquired it largely through not 'letting his cash
lie idle. He either invested ' it or deposited in a
,K ' ' ' 'j'
bank. In other words, he'i''"
f

Made His Noney Work for Hinv'

'

Follow his exampl if you would prosper. Open
an account here and add to it regularly. Your
money will commence earning more for you from

the start.

' LAS'
Q $ 0 $ ft Q

VEQASnSAVHlBS

OAUK

o

O
O

0
0
0

0
0
0.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.

$ 0 00 & Q Q $ O 0 0 U 0 0 0 0 Q

as.

ITMN

J5he Optic

RECIPE

G1XS BINDS AND

FOR

PLUM

THE LOBBY

PUDDING

mm

THE

one-quart-

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

one-quart-

CAFE

BUSINESS

Hf"l"f"J""Jlmli-

-

THE

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

"

--

I

one-iour- u.

CHAPMAN

one-hal-

COLUMN

LODGE
A. M,

ons-four- tn

LAS VE6XS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
".

Wanted

Here is a catsup that will keep Its
color because no spices are used to
darken it The vivid scarlet catsup
For two
of commerce Is colored.
four
allow
tomatoes
of
WANTED A good man with team,
ripe
pecks
lare onions, six sweet red peppers,
to rent farm. Land already for
or four If they are exceptionally
seed. Apply 1355 Sixth street.
strong, two cupfuls sugar and one
auart vinegar. Wash the tomatoes and
WANTED
Situation by experienced
cook long enough for them to become
male teacher, in public or private
oft,, then put through a strainer to
school for the summer or portion of
take out the seeds. Do not use tin
it. Address-!.- ,
or iron while making catsup.
Optic.
A wooden spoon, and porcelain or
InA competent cook.
WANTED
granite kettles and strainers are best
Cook until the pulp begins to thicken,
quire Mrs. S. B. Davis, jr., 506 Colthen add the onions chopped fine or
umbia.
the peppers, chopped, and the
grated,
At That, Kingsbury and His Wife
salt and vinegar. Cook until of the
Were Seized.
right consistency and seal In sterilized
lage and notified Deputy Sheriff Hen bottles.
A teaspoonful of olive oil or brandy,
derson. The officer hurried to the
FOR SALE Thoroughbred Jersey heifarm and hastily obtaining a descrip- poured In the neck of the bottle be
fer, fresh. .1023 Tilden avenue.
tion went in the direction supposed fore sealing, prevents mold or souring.
to have been taken by the robbers,
TOR SALE Cheap, a Brussels rug, Three of them were rounded up. Hen
Banana Jelly.
Mrs. Gu3 Lehman at White Kitchen, derson left them in charge of other
Make coffee Jelly as follows: Soak
farmers while he took up the chase
f
for the others. He trailed them to a
package of gelatine In one-FOR SALE Harness Break cart. Bike
swamp and succeeded In capturing half cup of cold water two minutes;
in good order, cheap.
S. P. Flint. them. The officer, In company with add one cup white sugar, one and one- Turnkey Elliott of the Lapeer jail, re half eups boiling water and one cup
FOR 8 ALE 5 room modern house, turned to where the three were left. of clear strong coffee; stir until dissolved, then let it stand until cool; fill
two lota on hill, also a dozen barred only to find that they had escaped
The Italians were first seen at the a dish, with siloed bananas, turn the
Plymouth Book lens. Inquire 1018
Kingsbury farm early In tbe evening, liauld over It. put It where It will
Fourth Street.
when they stopped and asked for a harden. When ready to serve turn out
drink of water. Obtaining this they as any jelly and pile whipped cream
KGGS, EGGS Thoroughbred
single began dickering for the purchase of a around It. or it mar be eaten with.
comb Rhode island Reds from the chicken. Being told that there were ordinary cream turned over It
best laying strain la America, $2 no chickens for sale they purchased a
number of eggs and a quantity of
per 15. Inquire rate for special bread.
bill
About the House.
They tendered a
S.
E.
Main
mating.
Lewis, Phone
in payment for a purchase of one
When putting away the silver tea
323.
dollar. Being told that there was not or coffee pot which is not used every
sufficient change In the house the day, lay a little stick across the top
r
bill and under the cover. This will allow the
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- Italians produced a
were
In return. fresh air to get in, and prevent mustl-nesfour
dollars
given
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- They insisted on buying a chicken,
niv'n. lit Thft Ort!rt nffna
claiming that they had a brother who
Clean oilcloth with a wet towel
was ill and needed chicken. They pinned over a stiff broom and rub
UNDERWOOD Typewriter
In good finally obtained a chicken and went with long sweeping strokes.
About thirty minutes
later
condition Cor sale at Judge Long's away.
To keep varnished woods looking
they returned and asked for matches.. fresh and bright rub it thoroughly with,
law office.
As Mr. Kingsbury turned from the oil from time to time.
doorway to grant their request four
FOR SALE Some gentle driving and of the visitors followed him Into the
saddle horses, weigh from 800 to house while the other stood outside.
Stephanie Omelette.
1050 lbs. Lester Sands, 620 Dou"What do you want In here?" asked
Two ounces granulated sugar with,
Kingsbury.
the yolks of four eggs beaten to a
glas Avenue.
"It's none of your business," was foam; the whites of four eggs beaten
to resemble snow and very light; one
FOR
SALE Thoroughbred R. C. the reply.
At that Kingsbury and his wife coffeespoonful of granulated sugar or
white Wyandotte eggs, $1 for 15.
were seized.
sirup. Place in a well buttered pan.
812 Douglas Ave., Phone VeThe money, amounting to a large then place pan In hot oven, bi uu or
sum, was taken away by those who confection can then be placed In the
gas 15.
Thirty-fivdollars which pan and pan overturned. In the plates
escaped.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock was' sewed in Mrs. Kingsbury's skirts can he placed citron or vanilla to the
was missed by the robbers.
aste. The omelette must ne servea
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money
mmediately.
must accompany order. Mrs. Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2. SHIPS HOGS BY DIVINE WILL
Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,
Kansas Farmer Has Some Peculiar sends
out this warning to railroaders:
Ideas Regarding Filling a Stock
A conductor on the railroad,
my
Car With Hogs.
work caused a chronic inflammation
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
room for lady, with privilege of usKansas City, Mo. In a few days A and all played out. A friend advised
of
D. Coleman,
Abilene,
Kan., will Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
ing piano 1024 Third street.
have another peculiar shipment of I commenced taking them, I began to
hogs at the Kansas City stock yards. retrain my strength. The Inflamma
In a letter to his commission men here tion cleared and I am far better than
Mr. Coleman says that "Divine will" I have been for twenty years. The
has ordered him to make a consign- weakness and dizzy spells, are a thing
GOVERNMENT FARMS FREE Offi- ment of
of the past and I highly recommend
hogs to market In two
Pills." O. G. Scahefer
cial 1911, , "The Homeseeker," de- double-deckecars. He does not spec- Foley Kidney
Croes Drug Co.
scribes every acre la every county ify how many there will be In each and Red
in the United States; contains car, but says that as soon as the hogs
been unloaded in Kansas City
Estray Advertisement
township and section plats, rain- have cars
will suddenly disappear. A
fall maps, land laws, how and where the
Notice la hereby given to whom It
few weeks ago Mr. Coleman consigned
to get land without living on it all six hogs to this market in two
may concern that the following de
about Irrigated farms and Indian stock cars, three hogs to each car. scribed estray animal was taken up by
reservation openings. Price 25 cents The shipment, he said, was made In f. E. Ormsby, Wlllard, N. M.
One bay horse about 10 or
postpaid. The Homeseeker, Saint accordance with Divine will, and he
w&s expected, on arriving In Kansas City 11
Paul. Minnesota.
old,
weighs about 750 lbs.,
years
filled
to ordinary ca
to find the cars
to seventy hogs or 800 lbs. White feet with star in
pacity, or sixty-fiv- e
Do You Have the Right Kind of Help? in each car. His first test of his "reve forehead.
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the latlon," though rather expensive, has
Branded
right kind of help to neutralize and not discouraged him in the least.
On right shoulder
remove the poisons that cause backMr. Coleman owns a
arm,
ache, headache, nervousness, and
tenBranded
and
stocked
cared
for
a
well
by
and bladder ailments." O. G. ant. He works for a
On left shoulder
neighbor at 50
Sehaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
cents a day, and though repeatedly
Said animal being unknown to this
offered more for his services, refuses Board, unless claimed by owner on or
to accept it
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
PILLS
CHICHESTER BRAKD.
days after last appearance of this adA
IMMI Mi your
vertisement, said estray will be sold
unuiht for fx '
Rat Bit Her Leg.
IMnmond AlrndV
by this Board for the benefit of the
Ills in Kffl ana Unld metftlUcXW
r,
Flndlay, Ohio. While Miss Ila
tes. fealed with Blun Rlbbon.-TTake
other. Rr sf Tear v
a bookkeeper, was taking a owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Dnnlit. Abkfort IIM
DIAMOND I1UANU FILLS, ft SS
nap la an office, a large rat bit her
Albuquerque, N. M.
yenn known m Beet, Safest, Always Reliable
on the left lee; above the ankle.
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE'
A first class seamstress.
Inquire Mrs. Ward, 902 Third St.
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one-hal-
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To-wl- t:

320-acr- e

oth-kidn-
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.

Ren-nlnge-
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o

B

cor-diall- y

WANTED

e

P. O. ELKS Meets mvnnil unA
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
Brothers are cordially Invited. O.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
Condon, .Secretary

H-P-

Por-ceial-

e

B.

Reg-VCul-

one-hal-

.

Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood hall the sleep of the fourth
Thursday of each month, eighth
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sacheTn;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.

conclave second Tues-rIn
each month at Ma
day
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
corder.
P. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
day evenings each month, at Fra
VEGAS
CHAPTER
LAS
NO. 3.
ternal Brotherhood halL Visiting
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Brothers cordially Invited to attend.
convocation first Monday
B. F. McGuire, President; E. C,
in each month at MaWard, Secretary.
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Chas. H. Sporleder,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
secretary.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
building.
Visiting members are
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Invited. W. R, Tipton, O.K.;
S. Meets second and fourth ThursE. P. Mackel, F. S.
days In Masonic' Temple. Mrs.
M.
Matron:
Agnes
Tripp, Worthy
0. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
1. Meets every
Monday evening at
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
their hall on Sixth street All visitPhone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
ing brethren cordially Invited to attend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
NO
LODGE
DORADO
EL
1,
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
every Monday eve
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ning in Castle hall.
Visiting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODS. ..lnl
XI
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Invited.
cordially
Meets .the second and fourth FriChas. E. Liebsch-nle- r,
days of each month in the W. O.
Chancellor
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Commander. Harry
Christopher
Venerable Consul; George
Clay,
of
Martin, Keeper
Laemmle, Clerk; z. W. Montague,
Records and Seal.
assistant deputy. Visiting Neighbors are cordially Invited.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
DENTISTS.
and third Wednesdays of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
F. R. LORD
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
Givens, Secretary.
Visiting memDENTIST
bers' cordially Invited.
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms 3 and 4
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
Office
Phone Main 67
102 Meets every Monday night at
Phone Main 4 IS
their hall in the Schmidt building, Residence
west of Fountain Square, at eight
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
o'clock. Visiting members are corDENTIST
dially welcome. Fred Phillips, presi
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C. Suite 4,
Crockett Building. Has phones
Bally, Treasurer.
at office and residence.

One-fourt-

AILY OPTIC'S

RED MEN

com-

and
thlrd Tnurs(la3r ,n eacn
?Xov-xmonth. Visiting broth,
ers cordially Invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
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NO. 2, A. F. A

Regular
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one-hal-
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

ROBS AGED FARM COUPLE Currants, Orange Peel, Citron. Suet,
Bread, Flour, Sugar and Many
Other Ingredients Used.
GAIN ACCESS TO THE HOUSE UNOne pound raisins, one pound cur
DER PRETEXT OF BUY-INpound canawa
rants,
pound citron,
FOOD.
orange peel,
f
one-hapound chopped suet,
bread
stale
crumbs,
kill
pound
to
Lapeer, Mich. Threatening
f
pound brown
them If they raised an outcry, five pound flour,
one Uble- Italians, believed to have sugar, one nutmeg, grated,
iesr
come from Detroit, entered the farm spoonful cinnamon,
one-haDranay,
pint
an
allspice,
spoonful
house of Lemuel Kingsbury,
aged
currants,
farmer, four miles south of Metamora eight eggs. Wash and dry
the other night and, after securely ty- cut citron and orange peel fine, stone
ing Kingsbury and his wife, who are raisins. Mix all dry Ingredients
Beat esjis: pour them over
more than sixty years old, ransacked
and
and
the house, secured silverware
dry ingredients, add the brandy,
Pack into greaseo.
mix thoroughly.
other goods and left the premises.
The aged couple were found sev- molds and boil six hours at time oi
eral hours later by Ira Vanderllp, a making and three hours when wanted
sauce.
neighbor farmer. Mrs. Kingsbury is for use. Serve with brandy
h
cup But
Brandv Sauce.
suffering from fright and is in a serious condition. After releasing the cap- ter, one cup sugar, two tablespoonfuls
f
tives Mr. Vanderllp went, to the vll- - brandy, yolks of two eggs,
2.
Optic' Number, Main
cud of milk or cream, whites of two
eggs. Cream butter, add sugar grad
ADVERRATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ually, then brandy slowly, well beaten
over
TISEMENTS
yolks, and milk or cream. Cook cus
Five cent per line each Insertion.
hot water until It thickens as a
whites.
tard- - nour on the beaten
estimate six ordinary worm 10 a
Serve at once.
line. No ad to occupy lest space than
two lines. All advertisements charg
ed will be booked at space actually
CATSUP THAT WILL NOT SPOIL
met. without
reaard to number of
words. Cash in advance preferred.
Do Not Use Tin or Iron While Making
n
Relish, Wooden 8poon and
Are the Best.
Q

RESTAURANT

ME

.

E. ROSENWALD

DEPARTMENT
is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

CORRECT

LODGE NO. 545,

Meets every first TuesATTORNEYS
day of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
HUNKER & HUNKER
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
Attorneys at Law
President; Charles Greenclay, SecLas
New Mexico
Vegas
retary.

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom tt
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Louis Abeyta Islets, N. M.
t:
One gray horse 7' years
old, weight 750 lbs., 57 inches high.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.
To-wi-

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that tbe following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
C. Manuel A. Pena, Pajarlto, N. M.
One sorrel horse, about 8
years old.
Branded
JD
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 20, 1911, said dale being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said eetray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Marceiino Sanchez, Los Pad! lias, N. M.
One bay horse about 14
years old, 4 feet high, one white foot
both ears split.
Branded
ISft
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to thia
Board, unless claimed by owner on .r
oerore May ZD, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuaueraue. N. M.
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.

All

MiT

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom 1'
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
u Manuel a. rena, Fajarito, N. M.
One small gray mare about
6 or 7 years old.
Branded
Hv
On right shoulder
Said animal being unknown to thij
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be Bold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner wnen found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11

IS

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our wprk is
"correct" in every detail.

I. O. of B. B.

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
nay concern that the following de- cribed estray animal was taken up by
C. Manuel A. Pena, Pajarito, N. M.
One small bay horse about
4 years old.
Branded
wn
On right hip
glf
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE' SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque. N. M.
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.

PITH

THE

To-wi- t:

rr

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following- - de-suiueu eiiira animal wastaKenup bv
m. v. iveenan, springer, N. M.
One small sorrel horse.
To-wi- t:

On right shoulder
U
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, raid estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11. First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.

OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.

It

Telephone Main 2

Continuous Advert, sin a
TS WHAT makes your name familiar
and
identifies it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
q If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1911

CHIC'S SLICK

UK

your head, X moan," said
Hofman, proceeding to center field.

Mfmmmmmmn m nimninmrnnnK

Mordecal Brown U spending the' win-

IAM0mi

of Gibraltar

ter in California with Orval Overall,

VETERAN PITCHER
SYSTEM

SHOWS NEW

IN

SUDDEN DEMAND FOR PRUNES
Artie Hoffman as a "Kidder" Overall Tell! of Mordocal Brown's Duck
Huntlno
McGraw
Experience
Pays Compliment to Needham.

The Shoulder Brace
For Children

JW!U0"r
"

"

tendency o
-V
.
l""P'ng shoulders, compel
"
"
on the way to become your children
strong, robu.t,
.eorou. men and women.
"As the twig is bent so the tr
i.
is the time to
provide for
" Booa nealth of your children.

BASFRAI

children-sen-

us your chest measurement.

Price.
$1.00
E. G. MURPHEY
Store

University of

New riexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

siMrlchuflri9n
to

5

July 14
Principal Subjects Offered:
General History, lEnglish

Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics,! Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School
Instructors. Vocal and
Instrumental Music.

have signed with another
major
league club had he obtained his re- INTERSTATE SHOOTING MATCH
marksChicago, May 6. Amateur
lease from Pittsburg.
"Doc" Casey, tooth snatcher and men, numbering almost 100, from Il
former Tiger, i playing third base linois and neighboring states, and in
and managing the Fort Wayne Cen cluding some of the best in the country, are gathered here to participate
tral League team.
In a recent game with Boston the in the second annual interstate five-mateam and individual championYankees scored 4 runs on 4 hits, and
made 4 errors and 11 assists, winning ship tournament, which is to be pulted
of tomorrow at the grounds of tb
the game 4 to 3.
Tyler, Fred Tenney's new pitcher, Chicago Gun club. The individual
simultalooks good to the Boston fans.
A competition will take place
The
little more experience should make neously with the tearn shoot.
winners of either event will carry of
the youngster a regular winner.
Jack Dalton, the former Brooklyn the championship of their respective
gardener, is playing with Joe MeGin- - sitates and each member of the winnity's Newark team, and has yellow ning team will be awarded a silvor
gloves and a bamboo stick backod trophy. The Individual shooter with
the best card of the day will also reup for class.
ceive
a silver cup.
Providence holds the honor of stop
ping the Toronto team. It began to
look as if Joe Kelly's bunch would DON'T BECOME BENT OR UGLY.
The necessity for round or stooped
rush through the Eastern league with
shoulders does not exist, since there
out a haH.
Anytime the Giants are unable lo is on the market a brace to correct
trim the Quakers, send them over to such conditions, which may be worn
Brooklyn. They become a savage ba.id without inconvenience or discomfort,
of Dodgers whenever they get a flaso and consequently will be worn a suffl- flclnet length of time to produce sat
of a
man.
isfactory results.
has
the
South
Memphis
surprised
As a rule, most shoulder braces are
ern leaguers and New Orleans touted
as a winning team, hasn't caused (he not only uncomfortable, but bind the
"
any overwork In tak form In such a manner that they Interfere with the circulation and pering pictures.
Connie Mack Is strong for the col- haps produce ' more harm than good.
The Rexall Shoulder Brace is made
lege player. It Is said the leader f
the champs has a string on Martin entirely of cloth la extremely light
of Tufts and on Woodle, the Prince- and may be worn without its presence being noticeable to any marked
ton pitcher.
are
authorities
A new catcher's mask has been in- degree. Medical
in
all
the
it
objectionthat
agreed
vented which prevent the catcher
from getting hia eyes crossed watch- able features of most braces have
and we most heartily
ing men on first and third at the been overcome,
same time. The openings for the eyes recommend it to you.
We have the Rexall Brace in all
are made into one by removing the up
suitable for the child of four
sizes,
right har.
weighing 300
years or the adult
Can
be obtain$1.00.
Price
pounds.
NEW HOME FOR OLYMPIC A. C. ed
only at our store The Rexall
San Francisco, May 6. In the pres Store. E. G. .Murphey.
ence of a gathering of guests repre
senting at!i!eic organizations In many "For soreness of the muscles whethcities of the United States and Can er induced, by violent exercise or InIs exada, the cornerstone was laid iO'liy jury, Chamberlain's Liniment
liniment Is also highly
This
cellent.
ew
that
home
for the magnificent
esteemed for the relief it affords in
lr. being built for the Olympic Atre- cases of rheumatism. Sold by all
tic ciub of this city. The new elm
house will be one of the costliest and
Now is the time to get rid of your
lhjst equipped buildings of its kinl
jnvwhere. The Olympic A. C. was rheumatism. You will find Chambereffective.
lain's Linlmr it
founded fifty-on- e
years ago today, One application wonderfully
will convince you of
oldest
organized Its merit. Try it For sale by all
and la one of the
'
l
athletic clubs in the United States. druggists.
d

"snap-Bhooters-

' Fee for the Course
Five Dollars

Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
Circular of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of mamys
terials isfcisti-mate-

motto,cheerful'

LAS VEGAS

H. T. Davis

VICINITY has a clin ate of unsurpassed healthfulnesi wlth- 7f HIS out
extremes of heat or old, having nearly 300 days of

Phone Main 357.

LOCAL TIME CAHD
WEST BOUND
Arrive
1:60 P.

yo.

M.

:16 A. M.

7

6:15 P.

.

Depart
NO. 1
No. 3

No. 7
No. 9

M.

8:35 P. M.

No. 9

2:10
6:20

...

7:00
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no,

2
No. 4
No. 8
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1

Depart

w

;
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.

No. 10

::::::::::::::::::

g
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P.

M.
M.
A. M.
P. M.
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cider
before he noticed his friend Bill was In
mourning. His Inquiries brought out
the tory of the prunes. Chic climbed
onto a barrel, polished an apple and
aaid:
"Bill, how much will you giro mo to
sell those prune?"
"Give you half what you get," aald
the despondent Bill.
"Tell you what to do," said Chic.
"You lend me about a. dozen of those
fresh pickerel, five or six nice fresh
black bass, and a pound of those
prunes. Then don't sell any of them
until I tell you, and raise the price four
cents a pound."
Shortly afterward Fraser, armed
with flshpole and a package, disappeared toward the Des Plalnes river,
and not long after that Kabow's delivery wagon driver passed and dropped
the fish. At noon Fraser appeared in
the main street of Park Ridge with a
6tring of beautiful base and pickerel,
one of the bass a
and ho
e
exhibited them all along the street
he slipped them In the back way
at Kabow's. That afternoon every business house in Park Ridge closed and
half the men went fishing without
catching a thing. The naxt day Fraser
came through town with another big
string of flsh, and when questioned as
to where ho caught them acted so mys
teriously that spies were sot to watch
.
him.
Friday morning Fraser went flshlne
again and slipped away from the curious followers,' after dropping aeveral
hints that It was all In the new bait
he had discovered. He fished quietly
for a time, then stuck his pole into the
hank, crawled back into the shade of a
tree and pretended to sleep. Within fifteen minutes a couple of rival anglers
crept stealthily along the bank, pulled
In Fraser's line and found all three
hooks baited with prunes. Before Saturday noon Kabow had sold out the
entire stock of bait prunes, and

Auspices of Las Vegas Band

M-P- .

M

A. M

,,1W P. M

sunshine in the year.
' The water
supply is abundant and pure, furnished tiy mountain
'
streams or from wells of not great depth.
occur
19
Inches, average,
The annual rainfall amount! to nearly
ring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile anl easy of working, being generally
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, is proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality is quarried
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent grazing for large numbers of catjle and horsei at a nominal coit. Stock
raising is a profitable business.
.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds In this National Forest,
with its grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
the
all
year for health or pleasure seekers.

(

Every Day

-

Ferris Wheel;

Merry-Go-Roun- d;

Vaudeville and Moving Pictures
Ov

A Week of

Fun; Gome and
Bring the Children

r,

he-for-

No Noise

But the Wind

"Take Me Outl Take Mo OutI"
and another one struck him squarely In
the chest, knocking him down. He
jumped up just as a big one whizzed
past his ear.
According to Overall Brown was yelling:
"Take mo out, take me out"
Overall reached his fellow pitcher
and helped him up. Brownie was
dazed.
"What's tho matter?" aakod Over-
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OVERLAND MODEL 51
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"The Hill Climber," the Car That Does Things

all-

J. E. ROQERS, Agent..

"Whew!" said Brown, with a algh of
relief, "I thought the Athletic! were
hitting them past mo again, they wore
going so fist"

folev Kidney Pills take hold of your
system and help you to rid yourself of
your dragging backache, dull headache, nervousness, impaired eyesight,
and of all the ills resulting from the
Impaired action of your kidney b and
bladder. Remember It is Foley KidO. O. Schae-fe- r
ney Pills that do this.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
J. M. Howell, a popular druggist of
Greensburg, Ky., says, "We use Cham
berlain's Cough
Remedy In our own
household ' and know it is excellent."
For sale by all druggists.
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METROPOLITAN

Don't Borrow Yovir
Neighbor's Paper
S vibscribe Today for
'75he Optic and Have
One of Your Own
NEWSPAPER

FOR

LAS VEGAS

THE OPTIC Installs Special Leased Wire, Carrying the

FULL ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT

swarm! of fishermen wore lining tho
river bank but Fraser was absent
"What's the matter, Chlo," aakod
one angler, "Ain't you goln' flahln no
more?"
Nope," said Fraser. "Caufht all the
suckers I want."
Artie Hofman of tho Cubs li a con
in a quiet, droll way,
and ha never loses an opportunity to
slip over something on an opponent.
In one of the games betwesn Now Tork
and Chicago last season Hofman suddenly began to converse with Larry
Doyle which was unusual, aa they had
wasted a couple of years growling at
each other. On this day Hofman start-e- d
out with a smile and aa he passed
Doyle called: "How are you hitting
them, Prudential?"
"All righW" replied
Doylo suipi- -

stant "kldder"

ciously.
"Nice stop you made. Prudential,''
remarked Hofman, aa ho passed Doylo
the next inning. "Tou played It perfect-

ly"

Doyle felt cheered, but still suspicious.
' "That's the way to hit 'em, Prudential," said Hofman after the next inning. "I don't see why you're net la

the 300 class all tho time."
After the sixth Inning Doyle stopped
Hofman. "Say, Artie," he asked, "what
makes you keep calling me Pruden-tiai- r
"Because you're as solid as the Rock

3
3
3
3
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He Exhibited Them Along the Street.

ly given.

No. 1
No. 3

By HUGH S. FULLERTON.
Chlo Fraser, the veteran pitcher who

g And Big Street Fair 3
1 MAY 1 to MAY 6
E: The Great High Dive; Monster 3
Balloon Ascension

worm-eate-

are simple in construction
,.u.vi.
have no metal parts to bind and
irritate
na may be worn without discomfort.

Six Weeks, June

WITH THE FiGHTERS

.

SHOULDER BRACES

Rexall

a

retired from the major leagues rather
under pressure, thea came book last
Mason and pitched bettor ball than ho
In his recent bouts Ad Wolgast has has In years, lives at Park Ridge, 111.
Wolter, Daniels and Cree are play
Last summer he showed the natives a
ing great ball in the outfield for the shown the real championship stuff.
new method of salesmanship.
to
has
been
Joe
Jeanette
Highlanders.
engaged
It happened that Bill Kabow, the
"Ping" Bodie has caught the step train Carl Morris, the Oklahoma bear Park Ridge grocer, got stuck on a lot
f prunes, 260 pounds of them. He acwith the White Sox and is marching cat
Sam Langford, "Porky" Flynn and cepted them aid when he opened the
along like a regular.
The Albany team, Infants of the their manager Joe Woodman expect to boxes he found about the moot dried
up, shriveled, Julceles,
South Atlantic league, are holding bail for England May 10.
dusty lot of prunes ever unloaded.
Frank Klaus has purchased a gaso Even
their own in the "Sally" battle.
the boarding house keepers shied
The way the American league race line surrey and a pair of goggles, but at them at less than cost price, and
i
going they must have a regular will not try for any speed records Fraser dropped in at the grocery one
Frank says, let the chicken eatera morning, sampled the cheese, ate some,
kind of a tall team in Detroit.
crackers, fished a couple of pickles out
It seems that Vin Campbell would do it.
of the barrel and drew a glaes'of

cbnedoW

and

NCITPQ

4

s'rt

AH sizes, men, women

I

and alnce be became acclimated he has
become one of the great hunter! of
the valley, but his' first experience duck
shooting, aa related by Overall, wai
'
tearful.
Brown had hunted duck around Terre
Haute, where aa average of two a day
waa considered lucky, and the California kind of duck hunting, where the JC
sprig and mallard and teal .are so
thick one almost can kill thorn with
clubs, Is entirely now to him.
Overall took him to the shooting
grounds of the Vlsalla gun club and
stationed Brown at tho most advantageous point for good shooting, leaving him there. About ton minutes later
a flight of sprig came la, according to
Brown, just 11,000,060 of them coming
straight at him at a mile a minute clip
He raised his gun to shoot just aa a big
sprig few against It, knocked it out of
his hands, carromed off Brown's head,
J

With this news service, the best that money
can buy, The Optic has done what few dailies
in small cities in the country have ever attempted. It costs big money, but we have confidence in Las Vegas and its future and are
inwilling to take a chance. We hope that

creased circulation and increased business will
Every public spirited
justify our plunge.
citizen in this city and every resident of Northeastern New Mexico should be a subscriber to

The D A1LY
It costs but fifteen cents a week to have the
paper delivered to your door every evening
except Sunday., By mail THE DAILY OPTIC
v
is $6.00 a year
SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

TODAY

AND GET

IN THE GAME
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Special Monday

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.
r

f'

r

FRESH LAWN GRASS
SfcED JUST IN

Old Crow sold ovel the bar at
Long's Buffet.

IS

what its name signifies.1' The Cream of Rye, made only
, from carefully selected, Northern Grown
Rye; each
lake being the whole kernel of rich rye, thoroughly cleaned
and sterilized. Packed in 20 oz. net weight packages, with
full directions in each.

Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

ru

J

:

CALL ON USFORJYOU SEE WE

HAVE-

-

-

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat

Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed
Choice Durham

FREE!

FREE!
We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

Las Vegas Roller Mills!
Phone Main

131

Lost

Gold brooch, conventionalized
wood vine design set' with 3 pearls.
Return to this office.

The

National Bank

First,

of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

an

efficient

tract of
oats on the Williams ranch that has

Fruits
Bananas, Oranges

Tangerines
Grape Fruit

Strawberries

(For Saturday)

IT is just as necessary to disinfect and clean your
chicken house as well as your own house if 1. H.
you expect your chickens to be healthy and lay
eggs. We have Pratt's Poultry Regulator; prevents Cholera and js atGreat Egg Producer. Also
have Mygeno the Great; Disinfectant for chicken
houses. Keeps thehi absolutely free of Bugs of

all kinds.
?
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Graaf
'
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PLANS COMPLETE FOR

-- -

"
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BOY SG01IJS' JOURNEY
TRIP TO CLIFF DWELLINGS WILL
gE MADE ON FOOT BY
YOUNGSTERS

te

OFF

5
r

;
v

V"

fy

k,

our "Extragood"
Children's Straight Pant
" "
Suits at
All

I.

OFF

1-- 3

marked in
'
plain figures

All goods

GREEN
BERG ER
"A
Square Deal"

Tonight in the Y. M. C. A. hall the
Clitherio Concert company will appear
in an entertainment for the Santa Fe
employes and their friends. A laige
crowd Is expected as' all the seats
have been reserved.
The company
consists of Sadie Stanley Clithero,
pianist; Elsie Brown, reader; Pauline
Engleman, contra'to soloist; Hester
Wood,
Wood,
violinist;
Margaret
pianist and reader; Lois Wood, cellist.

We wash these garments
cleaner and better than ttw
work can be done elsewhere,
and they are not worn so much.
We do not shrink them, even
woolen garments are returned
j the same size as
when sent us.
We iron the garments nicely,
make ordinary repairs tree of
charge and you have fresh,
clean, sweet underwear ready
,for each "week's change.
Bundle yours up with
week's bundle.

E

A

'

Carnival

ov rep
BOUCHER'S
ia

TV

Let a Hoosier Kitchen Cabi?
net keep order in your kitchen-ait does in 400,000 other

s

,.

1
-R-

JlVA.

A

LOCAL HOOSIER

& SON

AGENTS

ETAIL PRICES

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 Jb
Each Delivery
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.
200 lbs.
50 lbs.

20c per
25o per
30c per
40c per
50o per

.

AG

100 lbs.
100 lbs
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
too lbs!

PUR A COMPANY

UA

Harvesters, StoreVs and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Vegas
Famous

Office 701 Douglas

Aveuei

-

-

Screened and Lump Raton CerrlUos

CO A .Lr&n D WO O D

'.

(The Coffee Man.)

Ranch Phone 276

'

i?

J. C. JOHNSEN

Perry, Onion & Son
V-T-

t

Don't let a pan call you here,
a dish there, and a flower bar,
rel in another direction.

The Hoosicr
Special Saves Miles of sieps
for Tired Feet.

Phone Main 81.

i

OT..UC'

Be Master of Your Steps

Ticket

Just lots and lots of them, the best ever
, 35c per Dozen, 3T)ozen for $1.00

462,

On Your Kitchen

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

with every $1.00
cash purchase

Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press report, handled over
Its own special leased wire.

Tighten Your Grip

next

Sick headache results from a disordered condition of the stomach, and
can be cured by the use of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
it. For sale by all druggists.

-:-

Cas Ueaas Cigbt
$ Power Co.

.

PANSY PLANTS

Store Phone Main

de-

licious, crisp toast. Set the
toaster on the table, take the
toast of f as you like it

A great many of our men cus- -'
tomers send us their underwear
and hosiery, along with their
linen. It is a good habit.

FREE

GROCER.

The Electric Way
is the only way to make

-- :-

Is there anything in all this world
is of more importance to you
good digestion? Food must be
eaten to sustain life and must be digested and converted into blood. When
the digestion fails the whole body
suffers. Chamberlain's Tablets
are
a rational and reliable cure for Indigestion. They Increase the flow of
bile, purify the blood, strengthen the
stomach, and tone up the whole digestive apparatus to a natural and
healthy action. For sale by all druggists.

STEARNS

(Electric

Have Us Launder
Your Underwear

-

Hayward Co. Store.

up-to-da-

"Extragood" Children's
Knickerbocker Suits, at

that
than

Rhubarb

614 Lincoln Avenue

'

offer for sale,

all our new,

Information concerning the trip to
Santa Fe and the cliff dwellings near
Espanola upon which Scoutmaster
George Fltzslmmons expects to take
a delegation of thirty Boy Scouts early next month, will soon be mailed
to the parents of the scouts. It is the
plan to make the trip entirely overland. A week or ten days will be
consumed in the journey. Carrying
cooking utensils, provisions and boding in the three wagons that will
make up the caravan, the boys will
camp when nightfall overtakes them.
The greater part of the Journey wlil
be made on foot, none of the boys
allowed to ride on the wagons
unless they are foot sore or ill. The
trip will be made so slowly, however,
that it will not be a tax upon the
boys' endurance. Mr. Fltzslmmons
probably will be assisted In managing
the boys in his charge by B. S. Hale
and Ted Hayward. The trip wlll.be
one of great educational value to the
Doys ana tney are saving tneir pennies to meet the expenses of the jour
'"Morris Vencill of Silver City, who is ney.
visiting in Las Vegas, was host at a
Firch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
happy party Tuesday at Miss Baker's in the wood. Direct from
distillery
The
sanitarium on the West side.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
afternoon was spent in games after
which refreshments were served. The
Read The Optic. It carries the full
guests present were Harry Kelly, Associated Press
report, handled over
William Haydon, Osborne Haydon,
own special leased wire.
its
Alvin Appel, Ronald Appel, Richard
Raynolds, Edward Raynolds, Arthur
Rogers, Alfred Rogers, Luis Larrazolo,
Juan Silva, jr., Miguel Sena, Francis
Fest. Lawrence Fest, Felipe Delgado,
and Sam Goldsmith.

The Hebrew Lades' Benevolent as
sociation haa made arrangements to
give a big dance In the armory on
the evening of Thursday, May 18. The
dance is for the purpose of raising
money to be used by the society n
Its charitable work. The ladies plan
to make the dance enjoyable in every
Wednesday, May 17, Is the date S3t
for the opening of bids for the con
patricular.
struction of the new sewer system for
Last night Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Goe- - Las Vega& It is understood that two
litz entertained at an e'egant course local contractors will be among tho
dinner which was perfect in every ap- bidders. Numerous Wd3 are. expected
pointment. Those who enjoyed their from contractors in Pueblo, Denver
hospitality were Mr. and Mrs. J. H. and other parts of Colorado. The regYork, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Wesner, ular meeting of the council, which
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Wheeler, Dr. and should be held next Wednesday evenMrs. E. L. Hammond, Mr. and Mrs. ing, likely will be postponed until
C. H. Schlrmer, Mrs. Harriet Stone May 17, when the contract for sewer
and Fred Reed.
construction probably will be let.

Spinach
Parsnips
Carrots

The Kareful Klothing KleaningvKo.

'

r

We will

PHONE MAIN 379

Parsley

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

Phone Vegas 450

Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena is a

good farmer as well as
officer. He has a four-acr- e

New Potatoes
Summer Squash
Fresh Tomatoes
Cucumbers
Radishes
Onions
Lettuce
Asparagus

DRY CLEANING

THURSDAY,

dn-abl-

Vegetables

A

NING

LUDWIG Wfl. ILFELD

A delightful surprise party was given
Wednesday evening for MIsb
Buy your Decoration Flowers direct
Selover by the Ladies of the
from the grower. Write for prices to
of the World. The affair
Maccabees
Armacost, the Florist, Ocean Park,
was in honor of Miss Selover's eighCalifornia.
teenth birthday. Music formed an enof the evenings diver
Daniel Launbach today applied ftt joyable portion
Siohs,
the guests giving both vocal
the court house for $15 fta bounty oh
a Lobo wolf killed by him recently and instrumental solos. Sherbet and
cake were served. Those present
near his home at Sanchez.
were Mrs. G. Fishburn, Mrs. H. Bing-leMrs. John Nelson, Mrs. M. P. CouA marriage HoenseVwaa issued yes
G. Smith,
terday afternoon at the court house sins, Mrs. O. Sp'del, Mrs.
to Nestorlta Montoya, aged 17, and Mrs. E. Mackel, Mrs. P. N. Marx, Mr3.
Ramon Valerlo, aged 26. Both reside RelngVuber, Mrs, Wray, Misses Edith
and Blanche Wray, Mrs, T. E. Hawks-wortin Las Vegas.
Mrs. C. Stine, Mrs. F. V. HanA. J. Werti and wife, who recently son, Mrs. P. Murphy, Miss Goldie Savmoved into the former home of Dr. H. age, Margaret and Monle Cousins and
W. Heymann, corner Washington ave- Mrs. G. Selover.
nue and Eighth street, which Mr.
Mrs. Anderson Taylor, who was asWerjz purchased, are now settled and
at home to their friends.
saulted In the Cabinet saloon several
days ago, io reported to be in a se
The final report of the estate of rious condition. Her face is badly swol
the late Thomas Delaney was filed len and she is unable to use her right
yesterday with the probate court sit eye. The woman needB medical atting In vacation. Judge Manuel Mar- tention but, it is asserted, she is e
tinez set the date for the final hearto secure It for lack of funds.
ing and settlement for June 8.
Though the man charged with assaulting her was released after a hearing
Mrs. Andres Quintana died yester In justice court her hubsand says he
day at her home in Ribera. Details ai will make complaint before the disnot known here. J. C. Johnsen and trict attorney and have the case
Son today shipped a casket to Ribera brought before the attention of the
and the funeral will occur there
grand jury.

attained an average height of six
Inches. The oats are being cultivated
by dry farming methods.

ESTABLISHED 1876

FOR ONE WEEK,
MAY .4

An-gely-

1

DISCOUNT SALE

N

Of Children's Suits at Greenberger's

25 CENTS PER POUND

at Long Buffet

There will be a meeting of the Normal Alumni association at the Normal
Monday afternoon next at 4 o'clock.

Per Package 20 Cents

MID-SEASO-

.WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
'

Anthracite Coal,;aU sizes -- Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindlind

6U ill li iiii.

-

